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ABSTRACT 

Electronics are a rapidly e\ol\ ing industry with continuous development of new and 

progressne technology. The ceaseless flux of high-technology products into the marketplace 

is creating a senous environmental dilemma. Most electronic components contain a 

significant amoimt of material resources which ha\e the potential to be recovered but instead 

are stored indetlnitcK or are dumped in landfills. Research and development in the 

electronics recycling industry must keep pace with electronics manufacturers if we are to 

avert a major environmental crisis. 

In this thesis, a new separation process was de\eloped and a prototype unit 

constructed. The machine described in this paper illustrates yet another method of material 

sep^iration in the electronics recycling industrs. Continued research and development in 

recNcling technology is essential to ensure that the \'ery electronics we seek today are not the 

same ones which bring on the en\ ironmental demise of tomorrow. 
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CHAPTER 1 

INTRODUCTION 

In a small cluster of villages in southeastern China, the grim reality of the current 

state of the elecn-onics rec\ cling industty is most e\ident. Thousands of workers migrate 

dail\ to Gui\u, China to rummage through piles and piles of electronic scrap searching for 

components w hich might contain valuable metals (Figure 1), Metals which most likely have 

been welded, bonded, soldered, or otherwise securely attached to their structure in such a 

wa\ as to make recoverv most difficult. The methods which are used for metal recovery are 

crude, inefficient, and dangerous. Most workers will physically break apart the components 

using brute force in order to get to the inner parts. Once apart, steel and aluminum chassis 

components are evtracted. Circuit boards and w inng are burned or acid is poured on them to 

separate the less valuable plastic and resins from the precious metals. In so doing, the air 

becomes filled with carcinogenic smoke and the ground saturated with toxins. The area is so 

polluted that water samples from a nearby n\er indicated toxin levels at 190 times that 

which IS acceptable according to the World Health Organization, There is no safety training 

for these people, and no one is wearing any sort of personal protecti\e equipment,' 

Bergstein reported that the waste dump in Guiyu is not an isolated situation. Similar 

sites exist in Pakistan and India as well ,\nd, interestingly, the likelihood of electronic scrap 

at those sites being of American origin is very good. It was estimated that as much as 50-

SO'% of American electronic scrap is shipped out iiithe country- to locations where labor is 

plentiful and dump sites are unregulated. But certainly these are not the only reasons which 

lustify shipping out scrap. Another is that we have no organized electronics recycling system 

as can be found in other major countries such as Japan and Germany, - (Jur electronics waste 

is discarded without any means of tracking. Another reason is that disassembly of 

electronics for recycling is an economically challenged industry. Most scrap was not 

designed to be taken apart and its metals recovered. As a result labor must be used and the 

lowest bidder usually wins. Hence, electronics dumps migrate to areas where labor is ample 

and cheap. 

Emerging research in electronics recycling might provide a solution for tomorrow to 

the unfortunate state of electronics recycling today, Thurston et al, proposed that by enabling 



elechxinics designers access to ad\anced technologies and altemative materials, stimulating 

consimier markets for environmentally conscious products, providing incentives for green 

product de\ elopment, and establishing a communications corridor with the recycling 

industry, we might be able to close the loop on the lifecycle of electronic products.^ In the 

meantime, howe\er, continued research in obsolete electronics recycling technology could 

provide this industty through ad\ anced disassembly and separation processes, the margin 

needed to make success a certainty raUier than a gamble. The objective of this thesis was to 

develop a separation process, produce a working prototype, and deliver the machine for 

process e\ aluation. The conceptual idea for the project was to integrate a separation process 

into a belted convex or. 

Chapters II and III provide a glimpse of the current state of the industry for obsolete 

electronics recycling. Proven methods and techniques as well as unproven and experimental 

are discussed. Processes ranging from fully automated product identification and separation 

to manual disassembly and component removal. The breadth of processes which are covered 

in this paper is indicative of the significance of the electronics recycling dilemma and the 

growing demand to develop viable, effcctixe processes. Chapter l\' builds upon the 

information in the early chapters and describes the theory for a new method for material 

separation. In addition, a prc)totype unit was constructed based on this theory and the 

performance of that imit was documented. 



Figure 1, Waste Dump Recycling, 



CHAPTER II 

DISASSEMBLY AND MATERIAL RECOVERY OF 

OBSOLETE ELECTRONICS 

Manual Disassembly 

Manual disassembly is the physical separation, identification, segregation, and 

aggregation of potentially recyclable and reusable components. This process is labor 

intensive and time consuming. In his article, Goldberg noted that currently, the primary 

method for electronics demanufacturing is manual disassembly.^ The cost of manual 

disassembly is measured by disassembly time which is proportional to labor costs. For this 

process, a disassembly methodology is used to establish the extent of disassembly. The 

methodology determines where maximum economic benefit will occur between labor, 

disposal costs, and recovered value. Determining this methodology can be difficult because 

of complex variables such as comp>onent condition and diversity, and worker competence. 

Goldberg continued that recyclers are also victim to a leaming curve. The same leaming 

curve which exists on the front end of a product's lifecycle- during assembly- exists at the 

end as well. Time is required to assess a new component and determine the best disassembly 

approach. As necessary as this time is, it is viewed as an inefficiency which could have been 

avoided through consistent or conventional product design.^ Figure 2 shows the effect of the 

leaming ciuve which is direcUy influenced by product design changes such as fastener 

visibility and access. He also supported the premise that a recycler's optimum disassembly 

strategy isn't an exhaustive separation of all material components which might entail 

removing adhesives, coatings, and labels. Rather, the recycling strategy employed is one 

where disassembly occurs to the point of maximum economic retum. Valuable precious 

metals will remain in a product because the time and expense to recover them is not 

economically justifiable. Goldberg provided some recommended design changes which 

could increase the recyclability of scrap: 

1. use liberated material with a higher value, 

2. using fasteners designed to minimize removal time, 

3. consistent use of similar fasteners, 

4. improving access to fasteners. 



5. modular product designs, and 

6, minimize or eliminate use of hazardous materials. 
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Figure 2, Leaming Curx'e: Time versus Volume, 

Electronics Demanufacturing Facilities 

Recycling obsolete electronic equipment is significantly beneficial in that it can 

recox'er components and materials for reuse, as well as reduce further environmental 

damage. When the components are dumped in a landfill or bumed in an incinerator, the 

intrinsic xalue is lost and an environmental impingement developed,* Das and Mathew 

determined that if all unused or obsolete electronic scrap were disposed of rather than stored, 

the disposal rate would reach approximately 10 million units per year,* Some larger 

electronics manufacturers ha\e realized the need for a solution motivated by economics and 

environmental regulations, A glimmering solution has resulted in the development of 

various facilities which accept electronic comjx)nents with the intention of demanufacturing 

them, Collaboratne electronics demanufacturing facilities (EDFs) have been established 

with IBM and Hewlett-Packard. At these facilities the components are disassembled, 

reassembled, remanufactured, reused, and reclaimed,' This is a significant advancement for 

product recycling considering most of the products were not designed with disassembly and 

recovery in mind. As impressive as these operations sound, unfortunately, most components 

are not usable and will either be sent elsewhere for destructive resource recovery or be 

landfilled," In addition, of the small percentage of units or components which are recovered 

for reuse, their potential diminishes rapidly with time due to the incessant introduction of 

new products and the rate of technological obsolescence. 



In his article. Slowmski concluded that recycling companies and demanufacturing 

taeilities face fomiidable barriers to success, including the lack of collection infrastmcture, 

limited and cxclical markets for recycled materials, and products that are not designed to be 

disassembled and recxcled.' These are biuriers that must be overcome if demanufacUuing is 

to reach its potential as an economic generator in the United States, 

He also dieorized that during die 1980s, glass, paper, and plastic recycling programs 

were successful as a result of die efficiency of utilizing municipal collections systems. The 

collection infiustructure provided a successful means for collection of items which would 

odierwise have been thrown away. In addition, a lack of electronics infrasdoicUire and 

undex eloped markets create an unpredictable product volume. Most products that make it to 

a recycling facility haxc been designed in the most cost effective way possible and have 

been gixen little consideration for recycling and recovery efforts. 

The majonty of work performed by demanufacturing operations involves manual 

labor. The diversity and condition of most electronic equipment received by these facilities 

IS unpredictable and capital investment for automated systems very costly. This implies that 

most of the time manual disassembly, which is labor-intensive and expensive, is the only 

option. Electronics demanufacturing is a difficult industrx' w ithin which to operate. With 

high labor and equipment costs, profit margins can be xerx thin requinng businesses to have 

a large product xolume, something which is typicalix elusixe in the recycling industry, 

Bryce summarized "the problem is the waste stream in electronics recycling is very hard to 

predict, and few businesses juen't able to surx ive for long without predictable revenue."* 

Component recovery is a process which attempts to remove functional comp)onents 

from discarded equipment, verify diey are technically operational, and reuse them in other 

applications or as replacement components, Grogan and Hormozi separately agreed in their 

papers diat the most profitable form of recycling is component recovery and reuse.'"'" A 

conceptually feasible idea, however, there are issues which must fu^t be addressed in order 

generate a market for the reclaimed components. At the top of the list is component quality. 

These remanufactured products possess a connotation of inferiority simply because they are 

not new from the factory. In contrast, howex cr. Potter, et al, proclaimed that "as long as the 

question of guaranteed quality . . i s not solved reuse only occurs in niches of the elecU-onics 

industry and not as spare parts or in the production of new electt'onic products."" 



IBM. The EDF which is operated by IBM exclusively focuses on the reclamation of 

IBM owTied equipment. Their process, which is called the Reutilization and 

DemanufacUuing line, covers 200,000 ft-, is staffed on two shifts, and has an annual 

capacity of approximately 40 million pounds.'- More advanced probably than most 

disassembly lines, the facility is supported by its own engineering department which works 

closely widi IBM's Engineering Center for Environmentally Conscious Products (ECECP) 

in Raleigh. North Carolina. The engineering department "provides customer, process, 

material, recoxerx, and technical support for all aspects of reuse, reclamation, and 

recxcling."'" This dedicated support and resource system allows IBM to leam from the 

dis^issembly process and redirect that information back to product design. Disassembly can 

occur either in the manual cell or on the disassembly line (Figure 3), The manual cell is used 

primarily for medium and large machines or those machines requiring special handling. The 

manual cell is highlx functional by providing 360° access to the equipment. The disassembly 

line is for smaller electronic products, such as desktop PCs or laptops, which are more 

suitable for quick sorting. The process layout allows workbenches to be placed beside a belt 

conveyor where the product is disassembled and sorted. The disassembly layout and 

engineering support have created an excellent example of w hat a demanufacturing facility 

can be. The operation is so efficient that less dian 10% of incoming material goes to the 

land fill for disposal,'" 

IBM's facility is unique in that it allows engineers to acmally observe or even 

participate in the disassembly of dieir product, first hand. Through this process, the specific 

problems of disassembly can be seen from a different perspective- that of the disassembler. 

This infomiation can be useful in evaluating decisions which must balance design with 

disassembly issues," 

IBM's facility benefits greatly from die fact that it is recycling the same equipment 

which it produced. One of the main differences between a manufacturing process and a 

demanufacttiring process is access to product data, "Most EDFs, even in-house operations, 

have limited knowledge about die product's design and its material composition. Given that 

a primary objective of die EDF is to disassemble and sort the parts into material bins, this is 

a major handicap.'" 
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Figure 3, Disassembly Line.' 

Paiduct Takeback, .\ topic present in recycling circles today is product takeback. 

The premise is that the manufacturer of the product would take the product back whenever it 

became obsolete, thus freeing the consumer of disposal responsibilities,'''•'' The concept is 

logical in that a manufacturer should demonstrate product respondbility, however, 

presumptuous in that most manufacturers are not necessarily demanufacturers, with IBM, 

Hewlett-Packard, etc, being the exceptions, Manx other smaller electronics suppliers exist 

which do not have the capability of such a program, Slowinski added that "the core 

competencies of manufacturing fimis do not provide them with a competitixe advantage in 

demanufacturing."* OEMs design products as cost-effectively as they can which usually 

forgoes the concems of disposal and disassembly. In addition, taking a product back requires 

an extensixe infrastructure to "rexerse traditional distribution channels and bring used 

products back to a centtal location." Obviously very few manufacturers could takeback 

their product and would most likely have to contract out for this process. 

How \\\\\ the industry emerge? Slowinski dictates that manufacturing companies will 

not become demanufacturing companies. Demanufacturing "will be dominated by small 

entrepreneunal firms, liken with large manufacturers and other small demanufacturing firms 

dirough a network of stt^tegic alliances."- A competent operation requires thorough 

understanding of the industty and vendor requirements. The impact of charging 

manufacturers with completing the product lifecycle is yet unknown. 



Codinv; e'oniponents for Disassemblx 

A main function of disassembly operations is to identify components for segregation. 

In a recycling operation, labels aid die sorter in identification and classification of parts and 

assemblies. Txpically. after disassembly, parts would be placed on a conveyor where 

workers sort the components manually Components which have identification are 

commonlx done so w ith adhesive labels. Information labels adhered to electt'onic 

components have tt~aditionally led to the demise of that particular piece of equipment in 

regards to recyclabilitx or resulted in large amounts of time spent on removal. '* Suga wrote 

in his paper 

.-Ml plastic housings haxe labels for product information and communication. These 
labels arc not knoxxn to be recycling-compadble with the major plastic ABS, PC, and 
PS. This leads to the situation that a mixed plastic stream, coming from the 
dismantling of products, is mainly disposed by landfilling or incineration. Plastic 
resources are lost in terms of economical and ecological value and cannot be used 
again.' 

To improve recyclate quality, recxclers must either manually remove the label or 

reject the component. Manual label removal can be costly since the labels typically are 

difficult to fully remove. Manual removal increases labor costs which then become too high 

to justify recycling the component, OEMs have taken xarious actions to alleviate the 

problem with the labels, however, as Bemardus et al. discovered, "none of these efforts has 

cost effectively improved plastic recycling without affecting information delivery.'"* There 

has been some recent advancement from label suppliers however. The 3M Company has 

introduced a fullx recycling compatible label for die more common plastics. The product 

doesn't influence the physical and mechanical properties of virgin plastic and there is no 

noticeable degradation of the recycled plastics,'" Further advancements are necessary in 

label technology which will convey necessary information and accommodate recycling or 

reuse objectives. In the ftiture, perhaps, nanotechnology will play a role in making die labels 

more intelligent and capable by providing necessary technical information and abilities for 

improving the reliability and quality of this process." 



Components with Modular Design 

Personal computers, like many other electt-onics products, have the unforttmate tt'ait 

of haxing a long life, but a short technology cycle. What Uiis means for most people today is 

that the computer diey just bought will be obsolete in 12-18 mondis. One solution which 

attempts to address diis issue is modularization, Riitahuht et al. define modularization as a 

"stt\icnuing w here die interface is defmed, so that altemative modules are interchangeable 

and gixe dilTerent functionality."" By applying this concept, individual components could 

be upgraded xvithout having to purchase an entire system, Shimomura et al, proposed that by 

"endowing a product with functional upgradability, we can extend value life, because such a 

product can suppress customer's nexx purchases and reduce waste volume and consumption 

of resources and energy."" An upgradeable PC which utilizes a modular design would 

increase its usefiil life and reduce the environmental impact. Instead of purchasing a 

replacement sx stem in two years, short technology life components such as CPU, memory, 

and storage dex ices could be easily replaced and without tools,^^ Riitahuht et al, added "the 

important goal is to enhance the possibilities to develop product families with long life 

spans If the configurability is good, it means that new environmentally conscious modules 

can be applied to the product family architecture. That way it is easier to design products 

with an endless life time,"'" Ideal components for modular design are those with long wear-

out life and a short technology cxcle,^" The modularity of the design would tt^uislate to a 

lower product cost from reduced investment cost over die life of the base machine,^" 

"Improvement of [a] components' interchangeability by standardization is effective for [die] 

establishment of [an] interface in upgradeable design."" For an upgradeable design, 

planning needs to be in place during initial design to allow for upgrades as well as in the 

design of the upgraded replacement component. 

One element of modularization is encapsulation. Riitahuht et al, explain that 

encapsulations "create sets of entities which carry the wanted variety, but where each entity 

consists of more parts,"'* Applying encapsulation while addressing recycling and 

upgradability attempt to expand upon these questions: 

1 Has the product been divided into modules based on technological ages? 

2. Can modules whose life span is considerably shorter than the product's be 

changed? 
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3. Does a frame make it possible to change modules and thereby upgTade the 

product'.' 

4. Can the environmental consciousness be improved by changing modules?'" 

One ot the more specific applications of modularization as it applies to personal 

computers is applied to the main circuit board design. Many components are attached to the 

main bo;u-d and dieir ftiiictional life spans are xastly different. However, manufacturing 

methods todax solder most components to the board, "The solder joints are virtually 

permanent once they are established, which renders die overall system less modular,"^' As a 

result ot the decreased modularity, the entire system would have to be replaced whenever 

one component becomes obsolete. As this illustt^ates, modularity can be a benefit as well as a 

hindrance. "Modular designs that create easier part access and make optimum disassembly 

steps more ob\ ious are a benefit. Modular designs that create a greater number of parts and a 

greater variation in materials are a hindrance (one large aluminum chassis typically is easier 

to recoxer than six small modular frames)."^ It is significant to understand the impact the 

design of the component will have on it's ultimate destination. Adding modularization will 

have little benefit for recycling if a product is destined for a shredder. 

The Soldered Joint 

Developments in the interface betueen components and boards can have an 

influence on disposal rates and more significantly on disassembly methods. Improved joint 

designs can reduce component failure by extending the life of the product. In addition, joints 

xvhich are easilv accessible and have simplified removal processes can aid in disassembly. 

Technology obsolescence aside, one of the main reasons for component failure, whether the 

component is new or remanufactured, is the soldered joint, "The reliability of a junction 

point depends on the connection technology chosen, die component, the substt-ate material, 

and the environment,"'' The interface between the component and the circuit board has been 

an area of significant research. Potter explains that soldered joint fatigue ""is one of the main 

reasons for the failure of electronic circuits under normal operating conditions."" For 

soldered joints, experimental tests have shoxvn that failure rates conform to that of 

traditional bathtub curves." Figure 4. which represents experimental data, shows that the 

component joint is much more likely to fail as opposed to the component itself After 10 

11 



hour^. the rate increases due to material fatigue resulting from irreversible material 

migrations," One reason for soldered joint reliability is due to cyclical temperatijre changes. 

When materials are bonded together which ha\ e differences in thermal expansion, stresses 

v,i\\ result when the temperature changes. In Figure 5, the progressive deterioration of a 

soldered joint ^ shown oxer time due to cxclical temperature changes. Other factors to 

consider xvhich induce soldered joint stress are vibration and bending loads." 

RELIABIUrV -BATHTUB" CURVES FOH 
-TYWCAL- ELECTRONIC COMPONEWTS AHU 

•TYPICAL- SURFACE MOUNT SOLDER ATTACHMENT 

COUPOHCNI 
«T1>NTUK0U& 

IWT.l 

Figure 4 Failure Rate versus Operating Time. 
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Figure 5, Soldered Joint Deterioration," 

Snap-Fit Fasteners 

One of the more significant problems dealing u ith disassembly is the use of 

fasteners. Manufacturers use a wide varietx in their products, and their universal design 

alloxvi for mismatched types to be used on the .same component, A direct result of 

indiscriminant fastener usage is disassembly cost, W hether the operation is manual or 

automated, addressing this variable can get expensive. Manual disassembly requires 

additional tools and time while automated disassembly needs advanced imaging software 

and new tools. .A solution which can reduce parts, simplify disassembly, and improve waste 

stt-eam puntx is the use of snap-fit fasteners. 

Snap- fit fasteners offer a simple solution to a complex problem. During product 

assembly, utilizing snap-fit technology can offer simphfied processes and lower product 

costs. In their paper on snap-fit fasteners, Sodhi et al, found that "snap-fits can decrease the 

assembly time of a product by as much as 60%,"-^ In addition, power tools required for the 

installation of traditional assembly hardware would no longer be required. The fastener is 

categorized based on its design and attachment. Design categories are cantilever, hollow 

cylinder and distortion, while attachment categories are integral and non-integral," An 

13 



integral fa.siener would belong to the part itself whereas non-integral would involve the use 

of separate fasteners. Snap-fits fimction by elastically deforming or deflecting during part 

assemblx imd then recovenng to dieir original state to lock or trap the mating part Integral 

attachment teaturc^s pcrfomi several function which are; to provide attachment between 

pans; establish part location, alignment, and onentation; transfer service loads; eliminate 

degrees of freedom, and; absorb tolerance between parts," 

.A snap- fit fastener can be designed to be reused many times over the products life. 

Designing a snap-fit fastener is no easy task, ""Complicated issues of materials strength, 

fastener geometry, part stifihess, attachment stt'ategy, tolerances, and manufacturability must 

be addressed to define the feature,"-- Considerable time is spent on design and even dien, for 

integral attachments, there is considerable risk since prototype testing is only possible after 

the part is molded, Txpical implementation of snap-fit designs are intended to reduce costs 

and number of components without considering disassembly issues. However, proper design 

can accommodate disassembly xx ith some advantages. One advantage is being able to use 

the same material as the parent product, Dunng disassembly, no separation would be 

required and product purity improved, 

.\n example of a non-integral snap-fit fastener design is shown in Figure 6, This 

design is a single piece made of plastic and works by using an undercut in one of the parts. 

When assembled, the lip snaps into the undercut. To disassemble, the fastener is pushed 

down causing deformation and allowing the parts to separate, Sodhi et al, concluded that 

"despite die wide acceptance of snap-fits, research related to their design is still in the stage 

of infancy." 

.Applied to electt-onics recycling, there v\ ill be some applications where integral or 

non-integral snap-fit fasteners simply cannot be used. Traditional fasteners would be 

necessary in diose locations where design conditions require. 

14 



Figure 6, Snap Fit Design." 

Disassemblv Seouence 

EtTicient demanufacturing operations require analytical tools to ensure economic 

x-iabilitx'. In a manual disassembly operation, process simulation tools exist which can 

analxze the steps inxolxed in the process. Typical systems focus on maximizing value 

recovery through reuse, remanufacture, and reengineering while reducing the residual 

disposal,- Analysis tools are axailable for manufacturing operations uhich provide 

necessary information for determining bottlenecks, estimating worker/machine utilization, 

decision support, lax out exaluations, and economics. These t(.x)ls. hoxxever, are non-

applicable to demanufacturing primarily because demanufacturing exhibits a 'one-to-many' 

process flow, as opposed to the 'many-to-one' process flow of manufacturing," 

It would be incorrect to assume that a disassembly plan is simply an inxcrsc of the 

bill-of-materials. Industrial observations indicate that this simplified assumption is rarely the 

case,* .As a component is disassembled, three phases can be discerned. 

In the first phase the disassembler attempts to improve the accessibility to different 

parts of the product, .As a result no value is directly released in the phase. In the second 

phase xaluabie parts and sub-assemblies are reclaimed. Finally, in the third phase separation 

is done so as to facilitate downstream material recycling processes. This ensures a higher 

grade of input purity to the material shredder, and consequently results in a better quality of 

recycled materials. In some cases there is also a fourth phase, in which parts and 

subassemblies are forcefiilly destroyed in an effort to protect their proprietary content," 

A typical process fiow for a demanufacturing facility is: 

I, inspection of collected products, 
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2. staging the workflow, 

3 disassemblx of products, 

4, shredding of products or components, 

> separation into bins, and 

6. shipping the recox ered materials and components for ftirther processing,^^ 

•nemanutactunng may be \ isualized as a multi-step process. At each step one or 

more parts w idi certain commonalties are separated or removed."' Developing the sequence 

and decision criteria for a disassembly operation is a complex task. A disassembly planner 

must ansxver questions such as "to w hat extent does a component get disassembled in order 

to ma.\imi/e retum-on-investment and recyclate purity?" The current recycling technology 

and market prices haxe a significant affect. Usually, complete disassembly of a product is 

not economically x lable "because the costs far outweigh the revenues from the recovered 

materials and parts"-^ Disassembly sequence and extent of disassembly are best suited for 

softxvare which can instantly calculate values and determine answers to these complex 

questions 

The [softxxare] system strives to maximize value recovery in any form through reuse, 
remanufacture and reengineering options xvhile reducing residual disposal. The 
actixities in demanufactunng are stochastic in nature, due to random variations in 
incoming product streams, non-deterministic product conditions, and variable 
disassembly times.^' 

Howex er, Limaye and Caudill wrote that even with software available to aid in 

operational analysis, their application to a demanufacturing process is not fully understood 

and then results questionable. In addition, minimal research is currently being done in this 

area to aid in a greater understanding of the problems. 

Input'Output 

Recycling electronics yields an array of interesting and valuable materials. Many 

common materials are recovered from the product housing and chassis, but the more exotic 

and valuable materials are pulled from the chips and circuit boards. As previously discussed, 

a component will be disassembled to a predetermined level. For example, a personal 

computer might be disassembled to the main board. The components would be sorted and 
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caiegon/ed according to ferrous, noivforrous, plastics, wiring and circuit boards. For circuit 

boards, the disassembly planner has the option to identify chips on the board for removal 

and reuse prior to shredding. Shredding the various scrap components enables recovery of 

precious metals and other materials. 

Reclaiming precious metals from circuit boards and wiring requires removal of the 

surrounding plastic from the metal. Several mediods are used such as burning, or hammer-

milling the matenal into a powder then separating off the metal by density separation." The 

recovered metal and materials are then sent to an EPA-approved facility for processing to be 

sold on the spot-metal market,-" Recycling electronics is currently a precarious business with 

xerx thin profit margins, "For instance, the scrap value of an 80386-based machine may be 

as little as S2 Nexxer machines can be more profitable, but each one must be evaluated, 

tested and then resold as either scrap or as a low cost sxstcm,"" Commonly, thousands of 

pounds of electronics waste arc necessary for the recovery on only a few ounces of gold." 

One of the purposes of disassembly, therefore, is to enhance the purity of the output and 

thereby reduce the costs of subsequent refining processes. 

A steel recycler on the spot-metal market v̂ U typically receive a bin of mixed scrap 

steel. The material will be shredded and passed through a series of magnetic separators. The 

magnetic separators remove any ferrous materials from the scrap. The reclaimed steel is then 

sent to a foundry where it is melted down and further purified." A critical factor for recycling 

operations todax is in the amount of impurity diey can accept, "With present recycling 

technology a large part of the punfication process must be accomplished by physical 

demanufacture and sortation."" If die matenal to be refmed contains too many impurities, die 

cost to refine increases. 

Aluminum is an expensive material and its recovery is highly sought, however, the 

content in electronics is relatively low. Recovered aluminum is classified as either 'high-

aluminum' or 'aluminum mix,'" These classifications are significant in that one is about half 

as valuable as the other. A critical factor in detemiining the classification of a component is 

die expertise of the sorter. "An experienced sorter, with good knowledge of die products is 

needed to maintain the impurity threshold."" Once the scrap material is classified, the bins 

are sent to shredders. After shredding, the recyclate is passed through an eddy current 

separator to remove additional impurities. This process is slow and expensive. The material 
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,s dien melted doxvn in a ftimace, followed by oxide removal, degassing, and metal 

refinement. The metal refinement uses a flux feeder system and cryogenic nitrogen." The 

requirement of some or all of these prcKcsses is strictly dependent upon impurity level 

which has a direct impact on die profit margin. 

Copper is anodier metal abundantly found in electt-onic components. This metal is 

typically difficult to isolate due to its application. However, once separated, the copper will 

typicalix contain impurities which then need to be removed. An example is copper which 

has been shredded with aluminum. This is a preferable contamination because the mixttire 

an be sent through a magnetic field where the aluminum is extracted using eddy currents. 

Besides metals, circuit boards contain batteries. Batteries must be removed from the 

circuit board prior to shredding to prevent explosions. This can be a time consuming process 

since some boards can have several batteries in different locations and die batteries can be 

soldered into place. There is commonly no other solution since a recycler will typically 

shred the contents of the circuit board bin. 

Active Disassemblv 

Ex eryday more electronic waste is dumped into landfills or incinerated thus eluding 

any form of material recovery. This growing problem is significant for environmental 

reasons and also for the rate at w hich it is occurring. In his article, Knott stated that the 

volume of electronic equipment becoming obsolete is growing three times as fast as the rate 

of other municipal waste,-' Incineration of the waste might initially appear as a plausible 

solution to landfilling however the type of materials used in circuit boards prohibits this 

process. Incinerated circuit boards release toxic emissions such as ftirans, dioxins, and heavy 

metals. The necessary altemative is disassembly and recycling. Electronics need to be 

disassembled, sorted, and sent to facdities capable of handling or reusing the material. As 

discussed eariier, disassembly can be very expensive with high equipment and labor costs. 

A recent area of technological development which might address recycling issues is 

active disassembly. In their paper, Chiodo et al. described active disassembly as a non

destructive dismantling process which allows separation of toxic and dissimilar 

components.^' This method allows equipment to self-disassemble when some form of ttigger 
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IS encountered. "The fund^unental idea ,s to embed a separation feature inside a product 

during manufacture and actuate it at disassembly."^" 

Active disassembly is defined as disassembly operations using a mechanism which is 

built into die assembly, macroscopically or microscopically, to reduce die energy and 

entrv.px nc'cssary for disassembly, "^"' Some examples of energy transducers used for active 

disassemblx are motors, bimetals, water evaporation, mechanical links, and other built-in 

transducers or actuators.'" 

Smart Matenals 

Actixe disassemblx using smart materials (ADSM) is an area of research which uses 

advanced materials w hich exhibit unique mechanical properties at specified temperattu-es. 

These materials are shape memory alloys and shape memory polymers and each undergo 

drastic changes when exposed to elevated temperattires," Proven through experimentation, 

ADSM IS no lt>nger technically questionable but now researchers are focusing on mediods 

xxhich xvill make it commercially viable,'' 

Reasons to use active disassembly are: 

1. easx disassembly operation. 

2. low energy for disassembly operation, and 

3. selective disassembly." 

The means for active disassembly are: 

1. using potential energies for extemal forces, 

2. using transducers or actuators for extemal forces, 

3. weakening the bond encrgx by using field forces or media, and 

4. using field forces or media for moving parts." 

Suga and Hosada wrote in their paper on active disassembly, 

Design for .Active Disassembly should not be limited to this additional mechanism of 
the actuators only on a macroscopic basis. The defmition of this concept should be 
much broader and general one, extending to micro-actuators which can be produced 
by means of micro-fabrication technology, materials which can separate on their own 
in their end-of-life, and even debonding of materials interface on an atomic scale,'" 

The extent to which a part can be considered relatively easy to disassemble is based 

on the energy required (disconnecting bonds, releasing constraints) and the entropy required 
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(level of difficulty, interconnection method.s, disassembly path vanations) for disassembly,'" 

"Generallx speaking, the more components arc used, die more energy it takes to disassemble 

diem,"'" 

\ciix e disassemblx has many advantages including positional insensitivity and the 

ability for simultaneous separation of several components, all of which can reduce 

disassembly time imd improve potential for automation. As Masui et al. concluded products 

which have a longer technology cycle should have a design focus more on material 

recox erx. whereas products with short lifecycles should be directed more toward 

dis^issembly, reuse, and recycling.'" 

Shape Memory Alloys, Shape memory alloys (SMAs) are materials which exhibit a 

shape memory when exposed to elevated temperattires. The process is termed a shape 

memory effect (SME) and can be quite beneficial in component disassembly. The 

technology was originally developed in the 1940s, Memory metals can be made from nickel 

and titanium or a combination of copper, zinc, and aluminum,'^ SMAs can be bent or twisted 

into any shape and conditioned to retum to their original shape through thermal training. The 

shape effect results from a phase change in the crystal structure. "When the material is at a 

temperature below the trigger temperature, the crystal stmcture is martensite. As the 

temperature rises to above the trigger temperature, the structure changes to austenite."-' In 

the martensitic phase, the material can be formed into the desired shape for the design, such 

as a bracket. When the device is heated to above the trigger temperature, the crystal structure 

changes to austenite and deforms w ith a force several times greater than that which was 

required to initially deform it,^' To retum to its original shape, the material is allowed to cool 

which enables a phase change, 

Anodier class of SMA, called a two-way material, flips automatically between two 

specific shapes." The material must undergo a trammg process where it is heated to just 

above 400''C and quickly cooled in a water bath to freeze the materials' crystal stmcture in 

the new position.*^ The part will resume its originally trained shape between 60°C and 

120'C. An interesting property of the material is the speed with which it changes shapes. 

Once the trigger temperature is achieved, the material moves so rapidly that "surface 

velocities can go well over 1000 miles per hour."'-
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An advantage of using a shape memory alloy as opposed to a polymer is that when 

alloys rex en to dieir onginal shape they produce large forces which aid in pushing 

components aparl,-̂  This torce coiixerts the SMA fastener into an actuator. Several SMA 

actuators have btx^n created from x arious matenals. One-way acttiators have been produced 

from mckel-titanium and two-way acttiators produced from copper-zinc-aluminum," 

The SMA would be dieoretically designed into the part from the factory. Once a 

component w as discarded and collected, "these products could enter the dismantling line at 

die recycler s facility, where die product's self-disassembly would be ttiggered by an 

appropnate \ ariable temperattue regime,"" Traveling dovm the conveyor, the component 

would be exposed to conttx)lled elevated temperattires. As die products' SMA acttiators 

reached their trigger temperature, components would begin separating and dismantling. 

What would be left at die end of the conveyor is a pile of separated components which had 

little or no manual involvement. The actuators, after cooling below the trigger temperature, 

retum to their previous shape in less than one second, and ready for reuse," In addition, the 

actuators can undergo many actuation cycles w ithout failure. 

Experiments on actual electronic components have been p>erformed. Components 

were retrofitted with SMA actuators and processed doxvn an elevated temperature conveyor. 

What was discoxered is that exposing the components to ambient elevated temperatures was 

insufficient to activate all of the SMA actuators. When attempting to activate inner actuators 

significant product damage occurred, A necessary improvement would be to have design 

allowances made to alloxx for the transfer of heat to the inner areas of the component and 

thereby triggering the actuators." Overall, the use of SMAs in the design of actuators for 

product disassembly has been proven successful. Some disadvantages are in the cost to 

produce the actuators and in the introduction of another material into the waste stteam. 

Shape Memory Polymers, Shape memory polymers (SMP) are another active 

disassembly option. "SMPs are relative newcomers that only became commercially 

available in the late 1990s."-' The material is a form of plastic which can exhibit different 

physical behavior dependent upon temperature. The temperature at which a change occurs is 

termed the digger temperature (Figure 7). Discussing the material, Knott explains that, 

.below the trigger temperature the SMP is in a brittle, glassy state, with its long 
polymer chains tangled together and held in place by bonds between them. At the 
trigger temperature, these intcrmolecular bonds break, and the matenal becomes 
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rubberx and elastic. Heat an SMP screw thread, for example, and it becomes floppy, 
allowing die screw fixed through it to be pushed out of place by a small spring. Cool 
die SNIP and die bonds reform into dieir original configuration so the thread can be 
reused.-

The sudden drop in die elastic modulus at the digger temperattire is what allows 

SMPs to lose and then regain their shape,'^ The material also exhibits ti-emendous shape 

flexibility by having almost 600*; o elongation possible above the ttigger temperattire.^* 

SMPs can be formed into fasteners such as screws, tabs, and other typical hardware 

(Figure S) One drawback for SMPs, however, is that they are unable to exert any forces for 

separation as SMAs can. The fasteners hax e the ability to retain and release equally as well 

as SMAs but lack the ability to force components to separate. To compensate, during the 

design stage, spnngs need to be added to the fastener or its mechanism. An advantage to 

using SMPs is that they can be integrated direcdy into a component's case and at a similar or 

even lower cost than current assembly techniques,'^ And as compared to SMAs, the 

polymers can be produced from between 10 and 100 times cheaper. In addition, the trigger 

temperatures can be specified to within a few degrees," Another advantage is that these 

fasteners can be formulated to be recycled along with other components, hence increasing 

matenal puritx and reducing labor costs for sorting,'" 

Experiments have been conducted on electronic equipment to test various processes 

for disassembly using SMPs. In die tests, die original screws were removed and replaced 

with an SMP screw and a biasing spring. In addition, any snap-fitted connections were 

removed to enable automatic disassembly. In die experiments "SMP releasable fasteners 

were placed inside the candidate products whereby at Tg (the ttansition temperature) these 

fasteners would exhibit considerable mechanical deformation. This in effect, is the 'letting 

go' required to actively self-disassemble die products,"'" The experiments conducted by 

Chiodo et al. showed that disassembly was successftil at 70°C and 100°C for the assemblies 

and subassemblies where die SMP screws rettimed to dieir originally molded shape. 
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Figure 7, Elastic Modulus versus Temperature,''' 

Testing results indicated only moderate success rate. 55" o of the components which 

were fitted with SMP screws successftilly disassembled. During the process, some of the 

successftil screws were decapitated. The remaining screvxs. howexer. "retumed to their 

original trained shapes with no evidence of ever lia\ ing been put through the active 

disassembly process."-" 

Figure 8. Shape Memory Polymer Parts.-" 

Several methods were employed to reach the trigger temperature such as infrared 

heating, heat guns (Figure 9), and hot water immersion (Figure 10), Iidrared (IR) heaters 

proved to be only marginally successful. Failures occurred as a result of the fasteners not 

separating or product casings being destroyed by the heat. The primary cause of failure was 

largely due to the "time required for the IR heat to conduct through the SMP devices.'"" Hot 
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water immereion proved to be die most successful widi 100% success compared to that of 

3 r o o f I R , ' ' 

Figure 9. Heat Gun,^' 

Chiodo et al, concluded that "in all cases, actixe disassembly using SMP screws 

provided the self-dismantling of product housings without any destruction to the host 

product."-' Some design consideration will need to be made, however, when implementing 

the fasteners. The design of the housing or components will need to accommodate an IR or 

hot water immersion process. Overall, observations reveal "very low cost potential for the 

use of SMP in the design of releasable fasteners.""' 

Figure 10, Immersion in Water,^ 

Bonded Wafers 

Active disassembly of bonded wafers is another field on interest for component 

disassembly. Researchers have created a model which uses two silicon wafers bonded with 
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water. When disassemblx is desired, the component is heated. As the components' 

temperamre nscs, the water begins (o cxaporatc creating a vapor pressure between the two 

matenals (Figure 11), The force of the water x'apor is what separates the wafers." 

Figure 11, Vapor Pressure Separation." 

ISO 

Reversible Interconnection 

The aim of reversible interconnection is not only to provide a suitable bond but als 

to prox ide a method for separation and rebonding, "Bonding technologies for dissimilar 

materials haxe been required to realize modem high functional products. Dissimilar 

materials are difficult to bond, because of the different thermal expansion coefficient and 

the generation of brittle intermediates at the interface joints."'" In addition, soldering and 

welding produces elevated temperatures which create uncontrolled chemical reactions and 

residual thermal stresses. The parts w ill never be able to be separated exactly at their 

original interface due to the deterioration of the joint, "It means that the disassembly process 

is no other than the failure of joints, and then the disassembly process is regarded as 

irrev ersible, "'" \ arious methods for reversible bonding have been developed; surface 

activated bonding and hydrogen storage alloy. 

Surface Activated Bonding. Surface Activated Bonding (SAB) is based on the 

principle of adhesion phenomena in a vacuum, "The surface is cleaned and activated by ion 

or fast atom bombardment in a vacuum and the solid surfaces are brought into contact. 

Separation is carried out by embrittlement of the interface by segregation of elements or 

formation of brittle intermetallic compounds by heating,"" 

In experiments, austenitic stainless steel and aluminum were chosen because of their 

difficulty in bonding due to the formation of brittle intermediates. The SAB process uses a 

low bonding process temperattire (room temperature) and allows separation of 

components." Aluminum and stainless steel were bonded successfully using this method 
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and exhibited gwd joint properties (20 MPa tensile strength). The interface on the joint had 

a thin intermexliate laxer, 

Debonding occurs when the product is heated at an elevated temperature for several 

hours w here the microstmcture of the joint changes. The amorphous intermediate layers 

begins to group into precipitate-like regions. Further heating is performed which increases 

the size of the precipitate region which also increases the joint size. The joint is then 

weakened to the point w here no mechanical force is required to separate the joint. To 

demonstrate reusability, the stainless steel was then successftilly rebonded to the 

aluminum,'' 

Hvdrogen Storage Alloy, The use of hydrogen storage alloy (HSA) is another 

approach to rexersible interconnection. When separation or disassembly of an HSA joint is 

desired, this unique alloy can be pulverized by absorbing hydrogen. And once disassembled, 

the allox can be recox ered and reused xvithout refming.'" 

In an expenment, LaNij.5Alo 5 was chosen as the HSA because it is know to easily 

absorb hydrogen at room temperature. During disassembly, the product is held in a 3 MPa 

hydrogen envuonment for hydrogenation of die HSA layer. Absorption of hydrogen is 

atlected bv temperattire and pressure. Different alloys can be used and heat treated for 

selective disassembly LaNit 5AI15 began to pulverize after several minutes in the hydrogen 

attnosphere followed by die separation of the bonding sttucttire. No LaNi,.5Alo.5 remained 

on the surface and die materials were separated,'" 

Microdevices 

Microelectromechanical systems (MEMS) have the capability to contt-ol complex 

assembly and disassembly of electromc components, "MEMS integrate mechanical sensors, 

or acttiators, with electromcs and are typically fabricated in sdicon,"" These devices have 

die benefit of being manufacttired in batches which sigmficantly reduces product cost, 

MEMS technology has the capability of measuring pressure, temperattire, speed, 

acceleration, and many other variables all on a very small scale." 

MEMS have their application in electt-onics disassembly as actuators, motors, or 

other versatile devices. However, "no practical assembly/disassembly methods of 

micro/meso-scale components suitable for automation has been developed so far. This is 
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mainly due to the surtace adhesion forces causing sticking among components and handling 

d e v i c " "•' ices 

Lmear acttiators and x ibromotors have been experimentally used to move and hold 

components. Problems have been encountered widi surface adhesion forces causing the 

acttiators and other devices to stick to other components.- '̂ Vibromotor impacters have also 

been used xvhich can moxe and finely position devices on a substt^te. These vibromotors 

operate on pie/ixMecttic assonance frequencies. The motor, which acts like a solenoid, has 

an impact direction which can be programmed to a specific frequency,^' Selective 

disassembly is accomplished by having the forward and backward impacters use a different 

fiijquencx, "Each linear micro vibromotor in the array can be operated independently by the 

extemal piezoelectric vibrations driven by the sum of the signals with appropriate resonance 

frequencies"-' 

Nanodexices 

One of the more recent topics in science and engineering is nanotechnology, "The 

possibility exists to apply the emerging technologx to disassemble existing waste (inert and 

bio) to the molecular level, and then re-assemble it into new resources and products,"'^ The 

idea behind this is that since all molecules have motion, that this energy could be transduced 

and utilized to disassemble the waste. Another direction is to utilize the heat created from 

the breaking of chemical bonds. The presumed exothermic reactions could be transduced 

into an energy source and used to fuel disassembly operations,^' Research in this field as 

applied to electronics recycling is increasing. However, currently there are no widely 

published processes for electronics disassembly on the nano-scale. 

Robotic Disassemblv 

Commonly, electronics recycling op)erations involve some degree of manual labor. 

The degree to which is based on the extent of disassembly. The more intricate and complex 

the disassembly becomes, the more manual intervention appears to be required. Utilizing 

hand and power tools, workers use force to unscrew, unplug, and disconnect all recoverable 

parts. The labor is intensive, time consuming, and somewhat hazardous." Altemative 

methods are being developed which could prove bene ficial. Technology has evolved to the 
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point where automated robotic disassembly operations are entering the realm of economic 

and technical feasibilitx And it appears to be amxing none too soon. Studies are indicating 

that in die near futtue, the rate of obsolescence and disposal of electronic parts will increase 

expx^nentially and that manual disassembly processes won't be able to keep up with the 

burgeoning xvorkload,'* The development of such a complex system is, by no means, an easy 

task. Some of the reasons wh} automated disassembly lines do not currently exist are 

1, the multitude of manufacturers and product types, 

2, small lot si/es ' collection logistics, 

3, varying product states after usage, 

4, non-standardized components, 

5, joirung techniques not suited for automated disassembly, and 

6, imdeveloped disassembly tools." 

The solutions necessary for automated disassembly must come from intelligent, 

adaptive svstems able to identify and react to product variations and conditions. Some 

solutions to the cited problems arc 

1, intelligent sensor systems, 

2, improved disassembly tools, and 

3, software for reacti\ c planning and control,'" 

Test facilities currently exist which utilize robots m the disassembly of obsolete 

telexisions and moratory The goal of diese operations is the removal and processing of 

covers, picttire ttibes, deflection coils, circuit boards, and winng. This method enables 

separation of hazardous matenals. improves reuse of components, and increases die quality 

of recycled matenal,'" The basic element of the disassembly cell is a flexible, programmable 

disassembly station able to respond to different product vanations, types, and conditions. 

The components of die station are a disassembly robot, a robot capable of handling loose 

parts and components, clamping fixttires, a matenal flow conveyor, safety sensing devices, 

and an image processmg and sensing system." Software modules were developed which 

include an extensive product database, a disassembly sequence generator for die product, 

and an adaptive disassembly sequence generator for the parts with detected modifications or 

altered conditions. The adaptive disassembly sequence generator is invoked when product 

vanations are detected with the vision system. In one particular operation, the robot must 
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remove the screws; which attach die product's cover. The robot vision system must be able 

to Identify the locations and txpes of screws. From this infomiation, the robot selects the 

appropnate tool and extracts die screws. In anodier operation, the wiring harness must be 

Icxated, identified, and cut. The vision system ascertains die location and orientation of the 

winng in order to correctly position the wire cutter. Adaptations to the disassembly 

sequences are lecorded and maintained in a database for ftittire use. As the database 

expands, so do die capabilities of the disassembly system." 

Needed improx ements to the system include sensors and image processing systems 

w hich can accurately recognize vanations in products which will require a unique 

disassembly sequence, Widi advanced sensors, the planning algoridim should be able to 

generate a disassembly sequence after successfully identifying a product. The algorithm is 

also aided by device and construction data provided by the manufacturer. The planning 

algorithm max dien develop a new sequence for the particular unit. Also required is the 

dex elopment of special disassembly tools specifically tailored for the type of product being 

disassembled, 

.A reactive, flexible philosophy is used in developing a process for disassembly. An 

approach taken is to use two models- a static model and a dynamic model. Using only one 

model or a 'common' model to begin the sequence was determined to be too complex and 

difficult to produce." The static model contains the fixed, known information whereas the 

dynamic model includes the uncertainties about the condition of the product and the result of 

the disassembly operations. The models are linked and continually share information during 

the process. The static system uses Petri-nets to model the disassembly process. The 

dynamic system uses databases and experts but can also use expert systems like fiizzy 

systems and neural networks. An optimized sequence is produced from information obtained 

fix)m the static and dynamic models," Current research is focused on databases and 

knowledge bases for products and uncertainty modeling. 

In a case study performed by the robotic system, an obsolete television was 

disassembled. Some of the difficulties initially encountered were various screw types and 

locations on the back cover of the unit. Sensors and disassembly tools had a difficult time 

identifying, locating, and removing the screws. Image processing systems were required to 

fmd the screws and determine their orientation. High en-or rates were experienced. Widi the 
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desttuctixe tool, however, die onentation was of no concem. Success rates were high even 

though die disassembly time was slightly higher. The planning algorithm would detemiine 

which tool to use, con\ entional or desttuctix e, based on die given information. 

For disassembly, die product is identified and a rough disassembly sequence is 

generated. Allowances are made for product variations and condition with the help of the 

image processmg system, 'For example, die main problem is the con-ect disassembly of the 

screw s from die back cox er A camera mounted on die disassembly robot tties to detect die 

screw s on die back cover and dien the appropriate disassembly tool for the identified screw 

IS selected."'" The intelligence system must remain dynamic, 'learning' from each operation 

and appending a disassemblx sequence database. Through this process, a collective 

knowledge is acquired and the disassembly capabihty increases. 

Improvements are necessary on the technological side to accommodate such a 

system. Flexible planning and control systems, image processing systems, disassembly 

tools, and sensory equipment must be improved for this system." The sensors and imaging 

system need to be technologically able to recognize equipment, discern condition, and 

retneve pertinent information about them. Disassembly tools are needed which effectively 

extract fasteners and remove components. The planner needs to be able to adjust the 

sequence dxnamicallx. 

Current tools for automated disassembly "are designed to dissolve corrupted joints or 

to loosen normal screws. The working principle of tools is based on destmctive shearing of 

the screw head and threads or sucking of the screw while a screwdriver removed it,'"" "The 

reactiv e planner must decide between the two options and find the optimal disassembly 

sequence and path according to the current information about the [product],"" 

"Currently, robotic disassembly is cost prohibitive. Hand disassembly is only 

economic for a small proportion of die input material. In a global survey of manufacturers 

and recyclers, the majority of manufacturers felt diat neidier robotic nor hand disassembly 

was technically or economically feasible at the present time."" It is clear that for robotic 

disassembly operations to become economically and technologically feasible, major 

improvements and innovations will be required. Even widi technological innovations on 

behalf of the recycling industry, a consensus must be made with manufacttirers of the 

obsolete equipment which encourages disassembly. 
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Some mimufacturers assimie the \ icw that recycling technologies are similarly in a 

state of flux and cannot be predicted too far ahead, "Simon pointed out that dismantiing 

required die knowledge of the destination or recycled possibility of the component parts 

disassembled, Howexer, from the time a product is designed to die time it reached the end-

of-life. techniques will haxe adxanced in recycling and reengineering,'"*" 

Perhaps what is necessarx is a disassembly system which needs no information but 

radier detects it automatically. In the near future, material recognition will be a technology 

which could be incorporated into the robotic model thus alleviating the need for 

manufacturers to supply product specific information. Material recognition ""requires a 

technologx capable of identifying materials, including the proportion and type of filler 

materials used,"""' Systems for material recognition are currently available but use different 

recognition technologies. "Shergold indicated that the Fourier Transform Infra-Red (FTIR)-

based equipment that Rover and Bird develop is good at identifying plastics and some filler 

materials.'*' The needs of the system must be compared, however, with the objective, "It is 

not possible or economical to recycle a product completely; therefore, die aim of recycling is 

to maximize the recycle resources and to minimize the mass and pollution potential of the 

remaining products,'"" Automated robotic systems utilizing the latest in material recognition 

and vision sx stems as well as disassembly sequences generated by artificial intelligence 

techniques will exenttially play a bigger role in future electt-onics disassembly and recycling. 

Mechanical Disassemblv 

A semi-automated mediod of electronics recycling has been developed where board 

mounted components are removed and the circuit board itself is completely broken down to 

enable recovery of resources. A disassembly machine was developed which consisted of a 

heatmg unit, an impacting unit, and a shearing unit (Figure 12), A circuit board is clamped 

down on a platfomi and slid into die machine on a rail. Heated air (230°C) is applied for a 

short time. The circuit board is then slid into the impacting unit where the board's 

components are removed. An impacter hammers the underside of the heated board forcing 

the chips and solder out of their holes. The board is rotated during this process. It is then 

reheated back to 230 C and slid into the shearing unit, A rotating, stainless steel blade 

removes the remaining chips and solder on the board. A conveyor collects all material which 
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has been separated magnettcally,^' The solder remaining on the board is removed by 

abrading and repeating the previous procedure. The board is then sequentially pulverized 

into fine particles through a series of compressive and shearing operations. The resulting 

powder is separated into copper and fiber mixes using gravimebic and elecft-ostatic 

separation machines"" 

Electt-onic components are classified into surface mounted devices (SMDs), through-
hole devices (THDs), chip components, and others. Since SMDs are only attached to 
die resin board by soldering, diey can be removed by heating them above the solder 
melting temperattu-e. However, because THDs are attached with pins dirough the 
board as well as solder, and chip components are attached with adhesive and solder, 
etTective disassembly of these components proved difficult,'" 

Tests show dial a combination of heating above the solder melting temperattire and 

properly applied forces effectively exttncate components from the board. Recovered 

components are in an almost undamaged condition indicating a strong possibility of reuse 

once inspected. Solder located in the holes of the board which wasn't removed is recovered 

in powder form. In this experimental process, 96% of the solder was recovered for reuse.'" In 

addition, this method can recover copper, gold, glass fiber, and resin. 

The process described here illustrates the feasibility of near complete recycling of 

electronic equipment. The recovered electronic components, solder, and copper-rich powder 

can be used as valuable metal resources for refming, and the recovered glass fiber-resin 

powder is a usefiil filler for plastic products such as epoxy resin and ABS resin. In 

particular, since the recovered electronic components w ere almost undamaged, there is a 

possibility of reusing them for their original purpose after checking the reliability."" In 

addition, the ratio of recycled material to waste for this process far exceeds most recycling 

processes currently available. 
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Figure 12, Mechanical Disassembly Unit,^' 

Destructive Resource Recoverv 

Mechanical 

Proposed legislation in Europe is mandating a 75" o recycling rate for some electronic 

equipment bv 2006,^-'*' Legislation in the United States will be slow to follow but is 

expected to head in that direction. Two primary processes are found to be predominant in 

the recvcling operations here in the United States: manual disassembly and destmctive 

disassembly."' Many recyclers prefer employing the destmctive disassembly process which 

"incorporates "grinding" or "shearing' as a means to reduce the size of the products, followed 

by any number of materials separation techniques,"^ This method is advantageous in that 

labor costb are minimized. Consequentiv. since material separation on the front end is 

minimized, there are many contaminants in the waste. The possibility of reusing valuable 

subassemblies and chips is eliminated, hence, the tradeoff for using an all mechanical 

operation can be costly in other ways besides labor. In the end, when a recycler is presented 

with a product to be recycled, ""if disassembly times are significant and recyclable material 

value is small, the chance a product will be recycled using a shredding technology is gready 

increased."* 

Chemical 

Chemical resource recovery is another destmctive process which aims to recover 

material resources from obsolete electronics. In a destmctive recycling operation, the 
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electronics are shredded and die metals separated using magnetic fields. The result is four 

classes of matenals- steel, ahuninum, mixed metals, and non-metals. The metals are dien 

sent to a refineiy for further punficat.on and processing. The cost for refming is directly 

mfluenced bv die amount of impunties in the batch. The recyclers objective is to minimize 

processmg costs, dierefore. is focused on continually improving the purity of die materials 

sent tor refining. To do diis. a hv drometallurgical tteattnent is used where a chemical 

solution IS applied to die material. What results is die sequential recovery of each metal from 

die mixttire. Alummum is recovered fu-st, followed by nickel and copper. The process is also 

knowTi as leaching and its objective is to concenfa-ate the majority of the bulk metal into an 

insoluble residue. The main process steps are; 

1 dissolution of aluminum in sodium hydroxide, 

2. incineration of the resulting residue to destroy organic materials, 

3. dissolution of nickel in dilute sulfiiric acid, 

4 dissolution of silver, copper, and the remainder of die soluble nickel in hot 

concentrated sulfuric acid, 

5. cementation of copper with a magnetic fraction, 

6 recovery of silver from leach solution, and 

7. concentration of gold and remaining silver in a final residue. '*'' 

Experimentally, this leach procedure ",,,produced a final residue which was only 

12-18% of die initial feed weight, yet contained all the gold and 4y^0% of the silver,"*' 

Results indicate that hydrometallurgical treatment of electronic scrap effectively 

concentrates precious metals for removal and recovery. 

Biological 

Another method of destmctive resource recovery is biological decomposition (Figure 

13). In comparison to manual disassembly methods, a product's circuit board can be sent to 

a decomposition plant where the material is broken down biologically. This method is 

currently in use in Germany but for consumer packaging and products not circuit boards. 

Decomposable product matenals utilizing polyactic acids were introduced in January 1998 

by Danone."' The current method for disposal of product packaging in that country is 

manufacturer takeback. This can be avoided, however, if the product utilizes decomposable 
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product materials. Products arriving at the decomposition plant must be sorted which is 

labor and time intensive. New devices and systems (e.g., infrared detectors), however, are 

being developed to aid in diis process. This recycling altemative involves decomposition 

and fermentation to breakdow n electtonic scrap and recover resources. An approach to 

electronics recycling would have all scrap sent to a decomposition plant. The product would 

be manually piuiially disassembled and placed in a large tank where die components would 

slow ly decompose. Once recov erable materials have been separated off, the remaining 

material is sent to a fermentation tank where the matenal ftirther dissolves producing 

combustible gases which are sold off as fuel. 

Materials which could be used to fabricate biodegradable circuit boards are proteins 

such as casein and plant extensions, and carbohydrate-based materials such as cellulose and 

chitin (Figure U),^* "The EU is considering a new directive, the Waste Electtonic and 

Electrical Equipment directive, which has to be fiilly implemented within five years. 

Manufacmrers will be required by law to take back their products after their useful life and 

will be responsible for recycling 90% of the material.'""' 

IBM and Fujitsu were conducting research into this field in the early 1990s, "IBM 

considered the use of lignin to make circuit boards, and even filed a patent, but since then 

the project seems to have been abandoned,"'' Experts in the field believe that IBM 

discovered that the substance was not viable. 

^mj^ 
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Figure 13, Biological Recycling Loop,' 
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Anodier companx is focusing on the use of natural products such as chitin which is 

obtamed ftxim shellfish, gelatin, and plant extensions. These substances exhibit material 

properties necessan for circuit board fabrication and are all "being tested and chemically 

modified to eidier equal or surpass die thermal, electtical, and mechanical performance of 

die glass fiber reinforced epoxy laminate benchmark,"*^ In addition, special fire equipment 

would no longer be required, Epoxy- laminate circuit boards require special halogen flame 

retardants which are harmful to die environment. 

An adv antage of this technological philosophy is that waste is minimized. The circuit 

board material is reconstituted and the integrated circuit chips are recovered. "It's 

anticipated that in 5 or 6 years time 50% of the value will be in these integrated circuits.'"" 

This method of course idealizes the notion that consumer would actively participate in a 

svstem for recovery. In reality, however, the electronic waste would be disposed of by the 

consumer or business via proven means, such as waste collection programs. For this method 

to be viable, a system for collection of biodegradable products must be established. Further 

research into this option is required not only into the biological processes but the economic 

feasibilitv as well. Current fermentation operations are only partially successfiil in 

decomposition hence requiring remaining waste to be landfilled. In addition, the cost of 

recovering chemicals for reuse are higher than the cost of virgin chemicals, thus requiring 

subsidization. And finally, a logistics system for acquisition and transportation of the waste 

to processing facilities needs to be develofied. 
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Figure 14, Chitin and Lignin,"" 

Onboard Data Systems 

When a computer or other electtonic equipment becomes obsolete, the obsolescence 

is a result of the collective outdatedness of the unit. Many parts within the assembly remain 

highlv ftinctional. Removing the components and reusing them, however, faces some 

obstacles, "Inferior quality of used components, uncertainty about the remaining life time, 

and technological irmovation are often cited arguments against the reuse of components,"'" 

In addition, reusing components requires an assessment of their condition "which is 

pnmarily influenced by the intensity of use, the tteatment of the product by the customer, 

and envirorunental conditions during product use (e,g„ temperattire, humidity, voltage)."** 

One solution to acquiring data on component condition is with onboard data systems. The 

systems contain information in many forms to assist the recycling operation with 

disassembly, classification, and component sen ice life. Two systems will be discussed in 

this section. The first is a "green port" identification unit being developed by an industty 

consortium, die second is an electt^onic data logger which has been developed at Bosch, 

The "green port" is an electronic memory interface device which would be installed 

on all products. Recyclers would be able to access information about the product, view what 

servicing the unit has had, and display operating conditions data that the unit has 

experienced. "This system would be of great benefit to disassembly planners for quality 

control and the estimation of components' reusable life,'^ The electronic data logger (EDL) 
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on IS anodier electronic dev ice integrated into the product. The unit gadiers infomiation i 

product usage and measures data which is indicative of component degradation. The data is 

recorded over die lifetime of die product. "These data are considered to be essential to assess 

the reuse potential of components and facilitate remanufacturing. For this purpose, the EDL 

stores each switch-on/switclvoff cycle, die absolute and mean runtime and a set of sensor 

data including peak and average values.'"* 

The application for each system depends on the method for intended disposal of the 

product. For instance, if die product was suitable for material recovery only, diere would be 

no need in acquiring data for the onboard systems since recovery was not an option, 

.Altemativelv, knowing the location and condition of valuable, recoverable components 

could significantlv increase the potential for reuse and reduce the volume of waste sent to be 

landfilled. Additionally, for products where material recovery is the only methodology, a 

passive transponder could be used which would assist in location and separation of material 

types."' The transponder would provide a means for identifying the unit for retrieval of 

information from an extemal, possibly web-based, database. 

An EDL, however, enables disassembly operations with much more advanced 

capabilities. When a piece of electronic scrap equipped with an EDL is encountered, the data 

from the unit is retrieved and compiled by an information system for product recovery 

(ISPR)."" "A unique identification code stored in the EDL links the set of static data in the 

database to the dynamic data in the EDL, Extemal information on secondary markets, 

internal demand for spare pars, cost figures for disassembly and recycling, etc., allow the 

ISPR to assess distinct product recovery options.'"" 

The EDL prototype consists of the following components; 

1, a circuit board including a microcontroller and EEPROM memory, 

2, sensors for the measurement of temperature and current, 

3, a low-current LED for data transmission from the EDL to a reader, and 

4 a power supply that provides the required DC voltage,"* 

During the use stage of the product, the EDL records the number of on/off cycles, 

mntime, and data from auxiliary sensors, as well as many other programmable tasks such as 

classifying data or computing and storing peak and average values of parameters of 
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mterc^st,'" A capacitance is used in die unit to ensure data storage when powered down. A 

low-current LED is used to wirelesslv tt^smit data. 

We also investigated odier options for ttansmitting die data stored in the EDL such 
as mfi^red tt'ansmission and high fi^quency. The LED represents the lowest-cost 
option. In contt^st to diis approach, die 'green port' that is under development at a 
consortium ot electt'onics manufacturers basically represents an active tt-ansponder, 
using an antenna for bi-directional data transfer.'** 

Data obtained fixjm die EDL is acquired using an inexpensive LED reader."* "An EDL design 

has to be robust, similar to die black box in an aircraft. Therefore, the EDL to a great extent 

should be independent from failure or damage to the product in w hich it is implemented.'" 

To rettiex e die EDL data, the product must be connected to a power supply, and bodi 
die sw itch and die LED must be ftinctioning. Therefore, a better but unforttmately 
more expensive design would use radio frequency for data tt-ansmission. The EDL 
would communicate to the reader via an eintenna, and the reader woidd provide 
energy to read the EDL data. This design would be similar to contactless smartcards. 
EDL data retneval would be independent from the connection of the product to a 
power supply and a ftinctioning switch. While this option is cleady preferable for 
product recovery from a technological viewpoint, it is more expensive than the LED-
based solution,'* 

The EDL is not without problems. 

If used components are reused, the transfer of EDL data associated with reused 
components from a previous product's EDL to the I DL of the current product 
employing the used component may become an interesting issue. This would require 
a standardization of the data format. In this context, it seems interesting to discuss 
the degree of centralization of EDL data gathering. One could think of a design with 
one EDL per product on the one extreme and a design w ith individual EDLs on the 
component level on the other. This is particularly relevant for MEMS-based EDLs 
as they would be applied in a decentralized manner,'' 

Scrap value could increase on components with EDLs if the information obtained 

could be compared to the current market for recoverable components as well as the 

recovered raw material value. The ISPR would be the link which connects the two systems 

togedier. In addition, the EDL would indicate the condition of the recovered component and 

subassemblies. "The degradation of most electt-omechanical systems is stt-ongly correlated 

with use intensity,'" Electtonics in general don't degrade, but it's the affect of environmental 

changes which adversely degrade their quality. 

Extreme environmental conditions (e.g., high temperature and humidity) and 
improper product handling (e,g,, product fell on the ground, product was exposed to 
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high stress or strain) could prevent product or subassembly reuse. Therefore, one 
might be interested in recording parameters that exceed certain critical thresholds 
(e.g., temperatures that lead to critical temperature-induced stresses). 
Microelectromechanical systems (MEMS) offer opportunities for low-cost recording 
of some parameters. Another major advantage of MEMS is dieir small size, allowing 
them to be implemented in all kinds of electtonics. For example, microengineered 
prc'ssure sensors could record whether circuit boards were excessively bent, such as 
during disassemblv. As appealing as EDLs appear, they should only be implemented 
for product recox erx if they are superior to tests of visual inspections in terms of 
economics and information availability,' 
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CHAPTER 111 

DRY SEPARATION METHODS 

The objective of diis chapter is to illustt-ate and explain die multittide of known 

mediods tor material separation in die resource recovery industty, hi addition to the 

published text sources which hav e established a foundation for the separation mediodology, 

numerous current research papers were reviewed and discussed here so that an accurate 

picttire could be painted of die current state of technology in this industty. hi an effort not to 

generalize, only dry separation methods were investigated. Methods of hand separation and 

the use of liquids for separation were not considered. 

The principle behind separation is the ability to identify a unique material property 

and take adv antage of that property as the mechanism for separation. An example is particle 

separation on an inclined screen. As a material flows down a screen, the particles are 

exfxised to openings. Some particles pass through, others do not. Hence, a separation criteria 

has been established. In the commercial sector today, operations combine multiple 

separation techniques in order to attain a desired purity. Purity is one of the main objectives 

in resource recovery. Whether it be copper or plastic, higher product value can be achieved 

through increased material purity and then further separation according to material 

subgroup,'" To get a better idea of the challenges facing a separation operation, a breakdown 

of typical electronic scrap is illustrated in figure 15. The polymers group is primarily C-H-O 

polymers which makes up greater dian 25" o of the scrap. This group is typically comprised 

of polx ethylene, polystyrene, polypropylene, 

polyesters, polycarbonates, and phenol formaldehyde in the majority and minority 

components of halogenated and nittogen containing polymers.*' The refi-actory oxides group 

is compnsed mainly of silica (5-50%), alumina (6-20%), alkaline and alkaline-earth oxides 

(6%), barium titanate, and mica (together 3%). The metals group can be subdivided into 

base metals and precious metals. Base metals makeup about 39% of die scrap and are 

typically composed of copper (20-50%). iron (8-20%), nickel (2-5%), tin (4-5%), lead (2%), 

aluminum (2-5%), and zinc (1-3%).*' Precious metals account for approximately 1% of the 

scrap. This sub-group typically contains gold (0,1%), silver (0,2%), and palladium 

(0.005%).'' 
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As IS ex ident from die material breakdown, significant material resources exist in 

electtxjnic scrap. W idi continued research and advancement in separation technology more 

resources will become economically feasible to recover. 
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Figure 15, Typical Electronic Scrap Breakdown,*' 

Screening 

Screening is a separation process which allows extraction or rejection of material 

based on physical size. Primarily in use for the mining and municipal waste industries, 

screens can be used to separate materials in manv industries and on very different scales. 

Screens can be in many shapes and utilize many different processes to attain the highest 

lex el of separation. Two of the more popular screen types discussed here are the ttommel 

screen and the reciprocating screen (Figure \b). Advantages of screening include high 

throughput and low power consumption, whereas disadvantages include component wear 

and low recovery. In addition, screens can develop a condition called blinding, which is 

when the apertures become clogged with particles.'" When this occurs, throughput and 

process efficiency suffer. 

As the feedstock enters die screening device, whether it be ttommel, reciprocating, or 

other, the recovered matenal is called the extract and passes through perforated holes or 

apertures, Owada and Wada conducted experiments on apertures size and determined that 

the greatest rate of liberation was achieved for particle sizes 19 mm and smaller," However, 

aperture size doesn't completely describe the ability to liberate. Copper, for example, 
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commonly exists in scrap where it is clad to polyvinyl chloride or another form of plastic. 

The material w hich passes ox er die holes is termed die reject. Screens aren't known to have 

100% recox ery due to targeted extt-act material commingling widi reject material, and 

passmg right over the apertures. 

Fctxi 
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(b^ Extract 

Figure 16, Trommel and Reciprocating Screens," 

A xariation is to place material on a vibrating table which has been positioned on 

several degrees of incline. Vibration is imparted such that die material works its way up the 

incline. Air is injected through perforations in the table. Smaller, lighter particles are flung 

into the air and begin to roll downhill. The larger, denser particle are less affected by the air 

stream and continue up the incline such diat separation is achieved. This system is typically 

called a 'stoner' xxhere only two fractions are separated,'^ To enable separation of a wide 

variety of materials, the separation mechanism must be able to adjust parameters. Air flow, 

vibration frequency, and deck inclination must all be ftilly adjustable." 

Trommel Screen 

A trommel screen is a large, hollow cylinder with perforated walls. The size and 

layout of the perforations is determined by die target material(s) to be separated. The 

cylinder is typically mounted on rollers for slow speed rotation about its axis. As the dmm 

rotates particles of smaller size or higher density are moved toward the center whereas 

particles of larger size or lower density are pushed outward,'" The cylinder can also be 

inclined to ftirther improve the separation rate. An advantage of trommel screens compared 
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to odier screening mediods is their ability to resist clogging. Trommel screens are typically 

used to separate the light fraction of air separated shredded material," 

Motion of die particles in die ttommel is dependent upon die dmm rotational 

xelocity. The motion classification, in order of increasing rotational speed, are slipping, 

slumping, rolling, cascading, cataracting, and centtiftiging (Figure 17),'^ Cascading is where 

die feedstock ndes up the side of die cylinder untd the position of the rotating cylinder 

causes it to move. The feedstock rolls down on top of the upward moving feedstock. 

Slumping occurs w hen th? particle movement is cyclical alternating between avalanche and 

solid body movement, Cataracting is a motion where die speed of the screen is sufficiently 

high to fluig die feedstock into die air. The feedstock ttavels along a tt-ajectory and lands 

near the bottom of die screen. Producing such a ttirbulent motion in the shifting feedstock 

enables a highly efficient recoveiy,'' Centriftiging is when die rotation of the drum is such 

diat die feedstock adheres to the side of the dmm and no motion or separation occurs. The 

recox ery for this motion would be xers low. 

Kitxic I Slipping MJXIC II Slumping .Vhtk: III Kolliiit; 

KKKIC I V ( .KcatJinf! M«HJC \ 1. ataracling MIHIC VI ( cnirifuaina 

Figure 17. Particle Motion in a Rotating Trommel.-^ 

Consider a particle, p , which is on the screen (Figure 18) and where c = centrifugal 

force on the particle, w, = a vector component of the weight of the particle, and «; = angle 
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between vertical and line op. Then iv, = Mucosa;). Centtiftiging occurs when c > w, as a; 

becomes zero. W hen separation does occur c = u(cosa) where a is the angle of separation. 

Centrifugal force is calculated as 

_ w[raT) 

xvhere (o is die rotational velocity (rad/s), r is die radius (cm), and g is die gravitational 

acceleration (cm s")," Combining the equations 

Mcosa=—(ror) 
g 

red 
c o s a = 

g 

and knowing that a)= 2m , where n is the speed of the screen in revolutions per second. 

cos or = 
AK-m^ 

g 

From the above equation, it can be seen diat die angle, a. at which a particle reaches its 

highest point and leaves the screen wall is a function of n and r Realizing that a critical 

point would be at a = 0 , the critical rotational velocity of die trommel would be 

. - . I g 
•i Airr 

Power requirements for the trommel screen can be estimated using the same equation as that 

of a ball mill. The horsepower requirement is calculated as 
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hp = \yr 0 . 0 0 4 4 6 7 - " — ^ - 0 , 0 0 3 7 - ! - A l _ +0.00088-' ^" 
(l + /x-')^ (l-HA'-)« (\+K')-^ 

xvhere )F is die weight of die feedstock in die screen (lbs), r is the radius of screen (ft), K 

IS calculated from - 0,024 + 0,39^7-lOF , and F is the ft'actional part of entire screen 

X olume occupied bx the feedstock ( 0 - 1 range),-'' 

.An empirical estimation has been established correlating rotational speed and 

recoxerx. It is such that when the feedstock rises one-third the height of the screen, the 

greatest recoverv is being achieved."^ 

Another variable to be considered in the trommel screening process is the angle of 

the cylinder. As the incline increases, the feedstock has less time to separate and the 

recoverv percentage suffers (Figure 19). However, with no incline angle, the residence time 

of the feedstock is maximized but the throughput of the process is minimal. Depending on 

the results desired, the balance between incline and residence time would need to be 

established, 

\ esilind et al, conducted laboratory experiments w ith solid waste to determine the 

affect w hich incline angle has on recovery percentage. It can be seen from the figure that die 

smaller the incline angle, and hence, the longer the residence time, the greater the recovery 

percentage. And as the incline angle is increased, die feedstock spends less time in the 

tt-ommel and has very little opportunity for separation. The result is a high diroughput but a 

low recovery percentage. 
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Figure 18. Forces Acting on a Particle in a Trommel." 

Other parameters to consider are the ttommel dimensions of diameter and length. 

\'ery little information exists on the influence of the trommel diameter, however, the 

mining industrx uses the following equation; 

D = 7,66 

where D is the drum diameter (in), Q is the capacity (ton/hr), and y is the specific gravity 

of feedstock." 

The length of the screen is important since the residence time can be extended with 

screen length. Alternately, as the screen becomes longer, the more feedstock would reside in 

the screen, and power requirements would increase. Another industry guideline is that most 

screening occurs in the first two feet." 

Recently, Australian scientists have come up with an improved method of rotary 

separation. The rotary separator segregates particles based on the ttambling action of the 

particles. When the dmm is rotated at a conttoUed velocity, the material begins to ttimble. 

Tumbling allows separation to occur spontaneously based on size and density. When a 

mmbling action occurs, a small avalanche of particle are involved at the surface. This action 

pushes smaller, denser material towards the center and larger, lighter material outwards. 

Separation can then occur at a predetermined radial location. *' 
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Figure 19. Recovery Efficiency versus Trommel Angle." 

Reciprocating Screen 

.A reciprocating screen is a flat, perforated platform mounted on an incline, A 

reciprocating motion is imparted to the platform which facilitates separation. Unlike a 

trommel, the reciprocating screen is prone to clogging. The vibration of the screen serves 

three purposes; (1) allows more particles to come in contact w ith the screen surface, (2) 

minimizes entrapment of small particles, and (3) aids in moving the material down the 

screen."' The motion is supplied by a rotor-coimter weight system which can supply two 

types of motion. The first motion is along an angle of 20° 45° which the screen housing 

follows. The particles leave the surface at the top of the cycle and land at the bottom 

advancing forward of their previous position. The second type of motion is a rocking 

movement which alternates between ends of the screen, 

A variation on the reciprocating screen is the gyrating screen (Figure 20), This 

screen has motion supplied at one end via a shaft. The lower end is free to pivot and the 

screen has counterbalances which provide an easy side to side motion." One advantage of 

the gyrating screen is that material does not leave the surface and thereby increases the 

residence time. The increased residence time can improve separation. Another advantage is 

that as the matenal travels down the screen surface, its direction changes increasing material 
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agitation and improving purity. The relationship between residence time and percent 

recox eiA has been developed based on experimental data from reciprocating screen 

separation. 

oo±p^\ 
In >|M<9 %m,, U^wm^Ct 

Figure 20, Typical (jyrating Screen," 

The rate at which a material passes through the screen can be calculated as a percent 

passing rate. The behavior encountered indicates two distinct regions for the percent passing 

rate curve (Figure 21), The relationship describing the fu-st region can be calculated as 

C = at' 

where C is the fraction of all target particles which passes through the screen by weight, a 

is the sieving rate constant, h is a constant, and t is time." 

The second region has a behavior described by 
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dt 
= k.\ 

where A is die number of particles capable of passing through die screen, and ^ is a 

constant,"' 

Figure 21, Passing Rate Graphs for Vibrating Screens," 

,An empirical method used to obtain the required screen area is 

C" 

where .4 is screen area (ft"), Q is die screen loading (ton/hr), C is die unit capacity 

(ton hr ft-), and F is a product correction factor." The product correction factor, F, has been 

determined to be a product of many factors as illustrated in Table 1. 
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Table 1. Product Correction Factors." 

Factof 

ff 

F. 

F. 

FM 

F^ 

F. 
F. 

Data 

% half-size 

% oversize 

% cffiacncy desired 

Number of decks 

Size of opening and 
moisture 

% open area 
Spcafic weight of 

matenal 

Comment 

As % ha1f-si7* increa.'̂ es, 
screening becomes more 
difficult. 

With a larger fracUon 
of oversize, the screen 
is clogged up and the 
capacity decrea.ses. 

Obviously, as % 
efficiency desired 
increases, required 
area increases. 

Lower decks are not as 
efficient if, upper 
decks. 

For smaller openings. 
a maxmium moisture 
content is permissible. 

— 
Heavier particles are 

easier to sieve. 

Air Separation 

The most popular density separation method in use is air separation. Air separation 

employs air as a means of separating heavier particles from lighter ones. A feedstock stteam 

IS typically passed through a current of air. As the particles pass through, the small, lighter 

particles change direction under the influence of the air. Heavier particles are able to resist 

the air flow and their direction change is minimal. Physical properties such as particle 

weight, size, shape, and aerodynamic characteristics determine how separation will occur. 

Air separators rely on the principle of sedimentation for particle separation which implies 

that heav ler particles will fall and lighter particles will be canied with die air stream." By 

using air to create a direction change of lighter particles, separation occurs. There are four 

main types of air separators: vertical, horizontal, air knife, and rotary." Once the lighter 

particles are redirected, they can be separated from the air flow using a eye lone, box, bag, or 

other means. This process is called de-entrainment," In a cyclone, for example, the particles 
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are directed into a circular pattern where centrifugal force carries them to the outside 

surface. The xelocitx of the particle drops enabling the particle to fall and be collected in a 

hopper. Air How can be pushed or pulled through a system. Additionally, these units are 

txpicallx placed after the magnetic separator," 

Air separation sx steins are typically comprised of a surge bin which allows for a 

consistent floxv to the separation chamber, a metering feedstock device, a separation 

chamber, a pneimiatic tt^nsport ttibe for the light fraction, a light fraction de-entrainment 

c\clone, an air moxer, a cyclone discharge air filter, and discharge conveyors." 

Vertical Air Separator 

As shown in Figure 22, feedstock is introduced through a metering device. As the 

material enters the air stteam, the particles are separated. Lighter materials travel upward 

with the flow, and heavier, less aerodynamic materials fall through the flow. 

Sfi'taoEC "H'tsc 

%^i : (jp-

•«AtfT FTUCnOM 

Ve'-tkal Air Classl*er 

Figure 22. Vertical Air Classifiers," 

A model for the required air velocity in a vertical air separator was developed by 

Dallavalle as 

133007 ,0,7 
V = -a 

y-t-1 
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xvhere v is die xelocity (tlmin), d is die particle diameter (in), and 7 is the particle specific 

weight (lb ft-'), '" 

Hon/ont,d Air Separator 

A horizontal air separator (Figure 23) intt-oduces material on a conveyor. As the 

material falls, a horizontal air stt-eam deflects the particles. The heavier particles are less 

influenced and drop into the first hopper. The lighter the particle is, the fiirther from the 

conxeyor it falls. 

The required air velocity for a horizontal separator has been determined as 

^ ^ b 0 0 O X ^ O J 9 8 

7+1 

where V is the velocity (fVmin), d is the particle diameter (in), and 7 is the particle specific 

weight ( lb tV) ." 

^ 
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Figure 23. Horizontal Air Classifier." 

Dual Vortex Air Separator 

A variation on the vertical air separator is the dual vortex air separator. Two baffles 

are used to create zones of turbulence. The first zone which is just below the metered 

feedstock inlet is considered mildly turbulent and enables separation of readily separable 
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lights and heax.es. Matenals which are entangled or commingled pass through die first zone 

and encounter die second ttirbulent zone which is more vigorous than the first. The two zone 

sx stem attempts to address problems of purity widi commingled or entangled material. 

•A.ir Density Separator 

An air density separator (Figure 24) has a unique combination of air control and an 

adjustable diroat. Combined with active feedstock inlet metering, the separator can be used 

to create a "venttiri' for improved separation fine ttined for the feedstock material. The 

sx stem has an automated air contt-ol system which changes air volume based on sensor 

input." 

Figure 24, Air Density Separator," 

Air Knife 

An air knife separator typically will have a chamber through which feedstock is 

passed (Figure 25), The material can be introduced either vertically or horizontally. The 

material will encounter a focused stream of air which is of sufficient velocity and flowrate to 
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enable separation. This arrangement allows for feedstock to be separated into more than two 

output streams. 

Feed 

(pConveyor 

./^ "A Feed 
A l t 

L.yM MtnJiuri Heavy 

Light 

Medium Heavy 

\ ^ 

Figure 25. Air Knife Separators," 

Zigzag Air Separator 

The zigzag separator (Figure 26) forms a central column of air with encroaching 

turbulent regions produced from the protmding angles. As flowrate increases, the eddy 

currents disappear, Flowrate can be changed to alter flow characteristics, and hence, 

separation. A particle sliding down the slopie can have three basic trajectories (Figure 27) 

based on particle size and mass. As the particle enters the air stteam, if it has sufficient mass 

it assumes trajectory C where it then slides further down to the next comer. If the particle's 

mass and aerodynamics are insufficient to overcome the air stream velocity, the particle then 

assumes trajectory A and proceeds up the separator. If a particle's mass and aerodynamics 

equal that of the air stream velocity, then the particle assumes that of ttajectory B and can go 

in either direction. 
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Figure 26, Zigzag Air Separator,-' 

Figure 27, Particle Motion in a Zigzag Air Separator," 

Vibrating Air Separator 

A separator which uses a combination of techniques is the vibrating air separator 

(Figure 28), This arrangement sends the feedstock onto a vibrating surface where the 

smaller and lighter particles work their way to the top. The surface vibrates along a 20° to 

40 axis." The feedstock progresses toward the air stream where the light fraction is 

extracted and the heavies rejected. Advantages of this system are reduced air flow, improved 

purity, less entrapment, shorter residence time, and less .sensitivity to particle size,"'" 
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Figure 28. Vibrating Air Separator," 

Rotary .Air Separator 

Taking features of a trommel screen and air entrainment, this type of separator has a 

rotatmg, inclined cylinder with holes in the lower section (Figiu-e 2̂ )̂. An air stream is 

directed through the cylinder just under the feedstock. ,As the feedstock enters the cylinder, 

the light fraction is entrained in the air stream and propelled up the cylinder and into a 

hopper. The smaller particles in the heax ier fraction encounter the trommel wall and exit 

through the screen apertures. The larger particles in the heav v fraction exit through the lower 

end of the cvlinder. A relationship between feedstock rate and particle residence time has 

been determined as 

/ = 
\Q) 

where / is the average residence time of particles, V is die volume within throat section, Q 

is the feedstock flowrate, and /? is a throat congestion factor, n>1.0. " 

The advantages of a rotary air separator are lower air velocity, longer residence time 

for separation, mmbling action which frees entangled or commingled materials, and a high 

feedstock rate surge tolerance," Separation of particles less than I mm in size can be 
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efTectively sepiu-ated using a rotary air separator. The separation of these very small particles 

requires high speed rotors and high flow velocities widiin closed systems. 

Figure 29, Rotary Dmm Air Separator," 

Conducting research in this area, Kolacz determined that the efficiency of die 

process can be improv ed with higher flowrates and low feed material concentrations in the 

air stream. The process has fines suspended in an air stteam traveling towards a high speed 

rotor. As the particles enter the rotor two forces are predominant; centrifugal and drag. As 

the rotor tums, particles are forced to the outside due to inertia. In addition, traveling at a 

high speed exposes the particles to high air velocitv creating a drag force. Drag forces were 

determined to be very decisive in the separation process. Efficiency of the operation is also 

highlv dependent upon another factor-material dispersion. Fine particles which group 

together behave as larger particles becoming incorrectly classified and decreasing product 

puritv In addition, the power requirements of the system become larger as the solids 

concentration in the air stteam increases. As diis is happening the fluid average viscosity and 

density increase, which also increases the rotor load and pressure drop.'* 

Concentric-Tube Air Separator 

This method of air separation is made up of two concentric tubes and a cone (Figure 

30). Material is introduced through the center ttibe where it falls and encounters a separating 

cone. The cone aids in loosening the material prior to entering the air stteam. The material 
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dien slides down the cone iuid enters die air stream which is directed upward. Lighter 

matenals become enttained and ttavels up and out of the separation chamber. Heavier 

particles fall dirough die air stteam and are collected at die bottom in a hopper. 

Figure 30. Concentric-Tube Air Separator," 

Fluidized Bed Separation 

Pneumatic Table 

A pneumatic table is a large bed with sides which is filled with feedstock. The 

process works by using air and sometimes motion to exploit the ability and inability of a 

particle to penetrate a material bed. The feedstock material which has light, medium, and 

heavy fractions, is subjected to a pulsating current of air. The material bed expands during 

the air penetration allowing heavier particles to fall and lighter particles to rise. The 

frequency with which the air pulsations occur produce different separation behavior 

depending on the feedstock. 

The theory behind pneumatic tables is based on the specific gravity of the particles. 

An explanation of this is found by analyzing a settling column (Figure 31). Utilizing Stoke's 

law, the terminal velocity of light or heavy material is defined by 
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where \' IS the terminal settling velocity, d is particle diameter, p^ is particle density, and 

/,">, IS the bulk density of the bed, at any layer, if the particles are crowded together, or the 

fluid density if the individual particles are not influenced by their neighbors. 

It can be seen from the equation that settling velocity is determined by particle 

densitx- and size. This produces three phases of materials: small lights, large heavies, and a 

mixture of large lights and small heavies," Therefore pneumatic tables can separate 

materials based on specific gravity by limiting the range of particle size. 

Figure 31, Vertical Stt-atification of Settling Particles," 

To explain this further, consider a particle dropped from an elevation. The particle 

accelerates until it achieves its tenninal velocity. At any time during acceleration, the motion 

of the particle can be described as 
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ij dt 

w here Fj is die force due to grax ity, F^ is the buoyant force, F^ is the drag force, F is die 

panicle volume, p , is the particle density, g is die acceleration due to gravity, v is the 

panicle velocity, and / is time. " At time = 0, the initial acceleration becomes 

d^^ ( 

it 
1 - ^ 

A 

where p IS the fluid densitx. " 

This relationship is limited because drag forces are not present. What is interesting, 

however, is that when comparing two particles of difTerent densities, the denser particle has 

a greater initial acceleration, which is the basic principle of a pneumatic table," Thus, 

utilizing material densities, particles are able to segregate themselves by accelerating faster 

and penetrating neighboring materials which are also in motion. By imposing short bursts of 

acceleration on the bed of material, oxer time the heavier particles will migrate to the bottom 

producing a stratification of materials, 

Vesilind et al, investigated the separation of particles with varying size and densities. 

They discovered that careftil consideration needs to be given when separating particles of 

similar density or size. Terminal velocity and particle acceleration must be analyzed to 

ascertain when to separate the particles, C onsider two particles, A and B, with the same 

density but different size, A is large and B is small, Widi both particles at rest the larger 

particle will accelerate faster and will continue to accelerate beyond that of B since it's 

terminal velocity is higher as well. As B is at it's terminal velocity, A is still accelerating. A 

third particle, C, has greater density than A but smaller size such that its terminal velocity is 

equal to that of A Having similar terminal velocities makes it difficult to separate these 

particles. However, utilizing the differences in acceleration from short impulses 

accumulated over time produces a stratified bed. On a velocity versus time graph it can be 
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seen diat die denser, smaller particle B has a greater acceleration dian C up to /,. After ?,, 

particle C has a greater acceleration and it takes until t, for particle C to ttavel as far as B 

(are\is under the curv es are equal). Therefore, to separate B from C the acceleration time 

needs to be limited to below t^. The /, time variable is the amount of time required to 

determine the size of the particle to be separated off into the heavier fraction. Lighter 

particles are also separated in this process but on the other side of the cycle. As the burst of 

air propels the feedstock upward, lighter particles are pushed up and out of the feedstock. 

For example, if we have two particles of similar size but different densities, each would have 

a imique terminal velocity with the denser particle having the higher. If the burst of air is 

moving at a xekx:ity of v,, the particle is then traveling at a speed of v^ - v,, This implies 

that the denser particle has a lower net velocity. Both particles starting from rest would have 

the lighter particle accelerating faster and longer than the dense particle. Using short, 

pulsating biu^ts of air would begin to segregate the lighter fraction toward the top of the 

bed,'- "The key to separating different types of materials is to adjust the air flow, frequency 

of the xibrations, and die angle of the deck"," In addition, particle uniformity is critical. 

Figure 32. Acceleration of Particles with Different Densities and Sizes." 

Typical designs for pneumatic tables are seldom over 24 in, in length and the length 

is typically 1,5 times die width," The table should be designed with controls for stroke, 
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trequencx, and acceleration which can be changed during operation. Power requirements 

hav e been detennined to be 0.1 to 0,15 hp/ft- of screen area." An estimate can also be made 

from 

, .-lyfd 
hp = 

5000 

where .i IS die screen area (in"), and d is the feedstock diameter (mm). " 

Sand Trough Separation 

A bed of sand is another method which is used to separate materials based on 

density. An example arrangement is a ttough which is filled with sand and feedstock. The 

components are continually mixed using electrical vibrators. The vibrators are fine ttaned to 

impart the maximum movement on the materials. Air is injected into the base of the ttough 

enabling particles to separate based on density. The separation brings the lighter materials 

such as aluminum to the top where they can be pulled off. Denser materials such as copper 

and brass sink in the fluidization and are extracted through the base of the trough. The 

ttough itself has perforations which the sand falls through and is recirculated back into the 

mix. This type of separation is designed primariix for waste stteams containing large 

amoimts of mixed non-ferrous matenal," The specific gravity of the sand can also be 

adjusted based on the material. The benefits of a sand fluidized bed are simple operation, 

low capital investment, no effluents to contaminate the end product (wet process), more 

accurate than air separation, recovered material undergoes a cleaning from the scouring 

effect of the sand, and diere is no oxidation of the recovered material which typically occurs 

with a wet process. One drawback is diat materials with similar densities are not easily 

separated. 

Fine Particle Separation 

For fine particle separation, a cylindrical vessel whose axis is oriented vertically can 

be used as a fluidized bed (Figure 33). Typically sand is placed in the cylinder along with 

the material to be separated. Through the bottom of the cylinder air, or another gas, is 
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injected w hich bubbles up through die particle mixttire. The sand becomes agitated and acts 

as a dense fluid medium. Particles dien begin to separate based on density with the heavier 

piuticles falling to die bottom and the lighter particles rising to die top. The target materials 

can then be extracted through various means," 

One problem arising with diis method of separation is the mixing which occurs from 

the bubbling gases. As a bubble travels upward through a gas-solid mixture, particles are 

trapped in the bubbles wake. It is this wake tt-ansport effect which promotes mixing of the 

matenal, rather than separation. To address this, Hartholt et al, experimented with using a 

senes of fine mesh baffles placed horizontally in the vessel. What they discovered is that 

w hen a bubble encounters a baffle, the momentum is intermpted and so with it all the 

particles trapped in its wake. The bubble slowly travels through the mesh, and then proceeds 

into the next higher region. The material, which had been trapped in its wake is now 

deposited on the bottom surface of the baffle,'*''"'" Particle size is a significant factor for 

this form of separation. As particles become very small, the cohesive forces between them 

become sttonger along with their tendency to agglomerate or form clumps. Separation 

efficiency begins to decline once the agglomerations become large. 
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Figure 33, Fluidized Bed Experimental Settip,'^ 

To aid in reducing the clumping action several methods can be used. One is to use a 

high gas velocity dunng fluidization. The gas flow tends to break up the clumps but 
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excessixe gas xelocitx can blow die fine particles off the contained bed. Other mediods to 

break up agglomerations are vibration, acoustic, and magnetic." As particles become 

extt'emely small, to die consistency of a powder, die inter particle forces are strong enough 

diat die fluidi/ation gas becomes ineffective. As a result, the gas forms channels through the 

particles rather dian aerating die entire bed." Fluidization velocity is the velocity of the gas 

as it enters die chamber such diat the separation medium becomes agitated and acts as a 

dense fluid. For separation to occur, the gas has to attain a minimum fluidization velocity. 

Imparting a xibration on the bed allows improved separation by breaking up the 

agglomerated particles. Mawatari et al. stated that the vibration allows a reduction in the 

minimum fluidization xelocity,'^ In addition, the group concluded that as particle diameter 

decreases, the interaction between the particles increases xxhich reduces the movement of the 

particles in die bed.*^ A drawback to vibration, however, is that the effects of the vibration 

travel ordy so far into the bed before they are suppressed. This dampening causes dead zones 

in the center of the bed," Vibration has some significant advantages but its application to a 

system xvhich is currently employing aeration should be closely studied. When the objective 

of a sxstem is to separate particles based on density, the two processes work synergistically 

to bnng heavier particles to the bottom and lighter ones to the top. However, if the objective 

is size segregation, the txxo processes wxirk against each other. Vibration tends to push larger 

particles to the top, whereas aeration draws the larger particles to the bottom. With this in 

mind, the appropriate means for separation should be applied based on the separation 

criteria.*' .Another psu-ameter which affects separation of particles in a fluidized bed is 

operating temperature. As temperature increases, interparticle forces become more 

pronounced adversely affecting separation efficiency,'^*^ 

•Magnetically Stabilized Fluidized Bed 

As discussed previously, one of die difficulties with fine particle separation is the 

large interparticle forces. Sometimes channels will fomi and aeration will be ineffective. 

Other times, the bed can oscillate like a piston as it dissipates the fluidizing gas. Fan et al. 

conducted expenments using magnetic fields and iron particles to create a magnetically 

stabilized fluidized bed (Figure 34). The iron particles were careftilly chosen based on their 

magnetic propertie s. 
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The method w orks by generating a magnetic field on die bed and the magnetic 

solids. The magnetic field lines are settip collinear with the gas flow. The stabilization 

creates a non-bubbling fluid state. Solid separation occurs because of the pseudo fluid 

properties of die bed which fonn a unifonn, stable gas-solid suspended substance.'^ Once the 

stabilized bed is established, particles are inttoduced and separated by density. The density 

of die bed can be adjusted to die desired bulk density. 

rggnetic field lines current on current o f f 

(a) (b) (C) 

Figure 34, Magnetic Stabilization Process," 

Magnetic Separation 

The application of magnetic forces are a proven method for the separation of 

ferromagnetic materials such as iron and magnetite. Variables such as magnetic permeability 

exist which influence the magnetic forces on an object. This property determines how 

attractive or repulsive the forces can be. If a material possess higher magnetic permeability 

than its surrounding, which would be air in this case, dien the magnetic forces would be 

attractive. Alternately, if the material has less magnetic permeability in comparison to the 

material around it, then the forces on the particle would be repulsive." In dry separation, air 

is the medium surrounding the material which therefore enables the material to move in the 

direction of increasing field intensity. Forces to be considered in dry magnetic separators are 

gravity, friction, electrostatic attraction, and inertia," Magnetic separators have a drawback 

in that materials to be separated should have significant differences in magnetic 

permeability. If the feedstock is varying in particle size, slight differences in penneability 
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will make little ditTerence and purity will be reduced. Magnetic separation processes are 

commonlx preceded bx lui air separator which, by separating off the lighter fractions, 

enables die magnetic separator to exttact the heavier ferromagnetic materials," Two types of 

magnetic separators are commonly used in die separation of these materials- die holding 

separator and die suspended separator. Holding separators have the material fed directly 

onto die collection surface, SiBpended separators rettieve the material from the collection 

surtace which is suspended abov e the feedstock. Design considerations for these systems 

should include die field intensity field gradient, the method for bringing feedstock to the 

collector, the type of magnet to be used (permanent or electtomagnet), the method of 

operation of die magnet (moving or stationary), and the height of the magnet above the 

feedstock. 

Holding Separator 

There are two types of holding separators- a drum separator and a belt separator 

(Figure 35), The drum separator is a non-magnetic hollow cylinder, typically constmcted of 

brass or stainless steel. The cylinder has a magnetic bank placed inside and in the shape of 

the ex Under, The cylinder is rotated as matenal is fed onto the surface. Magnetic material is 

coerced to the base of the cylinder and removed with a blade. Nonmagnetic material 

proceeds off the edge of the cylinder without any change in direction, Dmms range in size 

fix)m 12 in. to 60 in. in width and 12 in. to 30 in, in diameter. Rotational speeds range from 

2.7 ft/'s to 14 ft s. Power requirements typically do not exceed 5 to 10 hp each for rotation 

and magnetic field generation. 

The second type of holding separator is die belt separator. The arrangement is similar 

in operation to the drum separator except diat feedstock is placed on a moving belt. The beh 

terminates at the head cylinder which encloses a magnet. As die material rotates off the end 

of the belt, magnetically attractive materials are retained on the belt and removed via a blade 

near the bottom. Non-magnetic material falls as expected under no influence from the 

magnetic field. The head cylinder may be as wide as 8 ft. and 12 in. to 24 in, in diameter. 

Power requirements may be slightly higher compared to the dmm separator attributed to the 

implementation of moving a belt. 
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Figure 35, Dmm and Belt Separators,^' 

Suspended Separator 

This type of separator imposes a sttong magnetic field through the feedstock as it 

drops off a conveyor (Figure 36), The attractive material is pulled upward to a belt moving 

across a magnet. The material progresses to the end of the magnet, where, on a double 

magnet sv stem, it drops momentarily and is reacquired by a second magnet (Figure 37). This 

reacquisition allows fiirther separation of materials and improves purity. Once the material 

reaches the end of either the first or the second magnet (depending on the system), the 

material drops into a collection hopper. 
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Figure 36, Single Magnet Suspended Separator,'' 
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Figure 37. Double Magnet Suspended Separator,--

Separators hav e several design options. One option is whether to use a permanent or 

electt-omagnet. Permanent magnets can be either metallic or non-metallic but variations can 

have drawbacks w ith temperattire and magnetic field sttength. Electtomagnets are 

advantageous in that they can be tumed off, however, will consume power. Another 

consideration is height of the suspended bank above the beh as fen-ous recovery begins to 

decline as the gap increases (Figure 38), 
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Figure 38, Ferrous Recovery versus Magnet Height," 

Drawbacks to magnetic systems include the entrapment of unwanted materials, such 

as plastic, between the magnet and the target matenal. This necessitates multiple release and 

reacquisition steps to enhance extract puntx. Another problem is belt wear on the equipment 

which attracts the ferrous materials. Sharp edges haxe a tendency to reduce belt life," 

Open Gradient Magnetic Separator 

Magnetic separation has commonly been dixided into two areas, separation by 

collecting particles within the material stteam (high gradient magnetic separators) as was 

described in the last section, and separation occurring bx deflecting particles from the 

matenal stream (open gradient magnetic separators),'^ 

The components of an open gradient magnetic separator are the magnetic field 

generator which resides in a cryostat vessel, a feeding mechanism, a region for free fall, and 

a particle divider to separate based on trajectory (Figure 39). The means of separation of 

magnetic particles is through the manipulation of magnetic forces in conjunction with 

gravitational forces to achieve a desired particle trajectory. Through establishing a ttajectory 

different from that of nonmagnetic particles, separation is achieved. 
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Figure 39. Open Gradient Magnetic Separator.' 

Magnetic Cvclone 

Magnetic separation is sometimes preceded or followed by another separation step, 

the cxclone. Manx attempts have been made to combine these two systems into one efficient 

operation. These systems encourage separation in one of txvo xvays: a magnetic force which 

opposes the centrifugal force, and a magnetic force which supplements the centrifugal 

force.*' 

Recendy, researchers haxe not onlx found a way to combine the two processes, but 

have achieved an advanced method of classifying magnetic particles by a property called 

magnetic susceptibility. Magnetic separation technology available and in use today in 

industry lacks the sophistication to classify particles any more selectively than into the three 

classical separation products- tails, middlings, and magnetics (Figure 4(J). 
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Figure 40. Products of Magnetic Separation," 

Augusto et al, developed a method for the separation of magnetic particles based on 

their magnetic susceptibility. The device incorporates a cyclonic separator and magnetic 

separator into one unit (Figiu-e 41). Material is fed onto an inverted cone which is rotating. 

In the center of the cone is a conductive rod which holds a superconducting magnet 

generating a concentric magnetic field," Separation occurs based on the competing 

cenfi-ifugal and magnetic forces. The lower a particle travels down the cone, the more 

intense the magnetic forces become, dius selectixely classifying particles on magnetic 

susceptibility. 
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Figure 41. Cyclonic Separator,'* 

Eddy Current Separation 

Eddy current separation is used to separate nonferrous metals from nonconducting 

materials. Commonly this method is used for separation and recovery of aluminum, copper, 

zinc, and lead. Eddy currents are generated from an induced xoltage in a conductor which 

creates a current, called the eddy current, Eddy currents got their names from axial magnetic 

fields which increase and decrease in intensity. These fields produce circular currents similar 

to that in fliud flow. "The basic principle of eddy current separation involves the generation 

of a moving electromagnetic flux field that sets up a repulsive force in conductors 

(nonferrous metals) that rejsels them from the field. The repulsive force is a ftinction of 

weight, shape, and material,"" 

Four methods for inducing eddy currents in materials have been determined: (1) 

physically moving the feedstock through a magnetic field, (2) moving the magnet across the 

feedstock, (3) moving a magnetic field through die feedstock by electtical phasing 

techniques, and 4) temporarily changing the magnetic field intensity of the feedstock." The 

techniques are proven methods for the removal of nonferrous, conducting materials from the 

feedstock. 

The method of eddy current generation will determine the largest particle size which 

can be removed (Figure 42). Eddy currents depend on their ability to repel a conductor. The 
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conductivity to density ratio prov ides an indicator of how well a material will be influenced 

by die repulsive forces (Table 2), Aluminum has a conductivity to density ratio of almost 

t̂ vice diat of copper which makes diis process ideal for aluminum separation. There are 

many types of eddy cun-ert separators which are based on a linear induction motor (LIM) or 

a permanent magnetic field. 
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Figure 42, Eddy Current Force versus Particle Size,'' 

Table 2 Conductivity-Density Ratio for Various Nonferrous Metals," 

Mttal 

AJunnoum 
Copper 
Silver 
Ziitc 
Briiis 
T\n 
Lead 

Elettrical Ctyn-
duclivity. a 

(10' mho/m) 

0,35 
0,59 
0 63 
0 17 
0 14 
0 0 9 

0,05 

Mass Dtnjity, ;> 
lin'kK/m') 

2.7 
8.9 

10.5 
7.1 
8,5 
7,3 

11.3 

in' 
o/p 

mhtt-m / kn 

1.3,0 
6,7 
6.0 
2,4 
17 
1,2 
0,4 

Linear Induction Motor - Horizontal 

LIMs produces a sine wave of magnetic field which ttavels the length of the motor. 

As an electrical conductor passes over the LIM, eddy currents are set up and the nonferrous 

conductor is pushed along the motors length (Figure 43), By positioning the motor 
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ttansverse to die material flow die targeted matenal can be seg-egated. Typically the 

material will be ttunsported on a belt. Once the material is on top of the induction motors, 

die repulsive forces created push the targeted nonfen-ous material toward the wall of the belt. 

The degree of repulsive forces detennines if die material is to be in a particular collection 

hopfier. 
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Figure 43. Linear Induction System " 

Linear Induction Motor - Vertical 

Vertical eddy current separators typically will have material flowing down a 

vibrating chute (Figure -t4) The vibration aids in particle segregation. Once out of the chute, 

the material enters a LIM module which has the repulsive forces directed upwards. Once the 

targeted material interacts with the field, it is lifted up and out of die module and deflected 

out of the system. Particle size and material flowrate are critical factors for this system in 

determining system performance. 
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Figure 44. Vertical Linear Induction Motor Separator." 

Double Magnet Svstem 

A double magnet system is comprised of a conveyor with two sets of electtomagnets 

above and below the belt (Figure 45). As material passes through the first set of magnets, 

targeted material on one side of the belt is pushed to the edge. Continuing on to the second 

set of magnets, the other side of the belt performs similarly. This positions targeted material 

on the edges of the belt and reject material in the center. The air gap between the suspend 

magnets is about 3.5 in. and electrical consumption is about 22 kW, The electrical current is 

switched periodically to prevent ferrous materials from blocking the flow. Purity is in the 

range of 75-80% aluminum." 
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Figure 45 Double Magnet System." 

Inclined Table Separator 

A method of separation which has no extemal energy requirement is the inclined 

table separator (Figure 46), The mechanism works by placing a stainless steel ramp at 

approximately 4 5 ' . " Under the ramp surface is an arrangement of altemate polarity 

permanent magnets, Matenal enters the chute at the top of the ramp. The material then slides 

down at varying accelerations which aids in further separation. Metal particles become 

influenced by the eddy current forces pushing them to the side of the ramp. The nonmetallic 

particles slide down the ramp unaffected. The distance which a particle is laterally moved 

depends upon factors such as particle conductiv itv. size, shape, mass density, and ramp and 

magnet conditions. This system has many advantages such as requiring no power, high 

reliability, and simple operation. Drawbacks include the necessity of dry, non-ferrous 

material. 
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Figure 46 Inclined Table Separator," 

Horizontal Drum Eddy Current Separation (HDl C S) 

Top Feed. Eddy current separation is used in the recovery of nonferrous conductive 

matenals and can be established in these materials by exposing them to an alternating 

magnetic field. A common design is to have a dmm which has permanent magnets attached 

to the surface (Figure 47), The magnets are placed alternating N-S. S-N in order to establish 

the desired field. The dmm is placed at the end of a conveyor belt which transports material, 

A predetermined angular velocity is imparted on the dmm. Exposure to the altemating field 

induces eddy currents in the nonferrous conductive particles according to Faraday's law. 

Subsequently, the particles are accelerated and follow the motion of the dmm imder the 

influence of electrodynamic forces," Nonferrous nonconducting particles will not be 

influenced and will fall directly off the belt into a collection hopper. The target material, 

however, will have a trajectory which is influenced by the drum and can be directed into a 

separate hopper. Disadvantages of the HDECS system are high equipment cost and an 

inability to separate target material under 5mm in size." 
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Figure 47. Top Feed Horizontal Dmm Eddy Current Separator," 

Bottom Feed, Recent research in eddy current separation has examined a variation 

in design of the common IIDIX'S system, A proposed system has a rotating dmm placed 

above a sloped x ibrating surface (Figure 48), The advantages include improved separation, 

and the ability to exploit the rotational electrodynamic forces which the particles possess. As 

the vibrating particles move down a slightlv inclined surface toward the drum, the target 

material is excited and begins to jump from the surface. The remaining nonconducting 

material is unaffected and falls off the surface in a predictable trajectory. 

The direction of rotation of the dmm in relation to the direction of the feed has a 

surpnsing impact on the size of particles recovered. This is significant since better than one-

third of scrap can be composed of a light faction in the 0-10 mm size range. For HDECS, 

the dmm typically rotates in the same direction as the conveyor. In this manner the majority 

of the nonconducting particles are separated with the exception of very small particles, i.e., 

<10 mm in size. Zhang et al, determined that "if the dmm rotates 'backwards' or 

counterclockwise manner, separation of small conducting particles from nonconducting ones 

is improved drastically,'"" The research group conducted HDECS experiments with 

shredded aluminum and polyvinyl chloride of 3 mm in size. It was found that 85% of the 

aluminum could be separated from the mixttire with a 100% purity if the dmm was counter 
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rotating. W hen the dnmi w as reversed to die same direction as the flow, the recovery of 

aluminum dropped to 50%. Through continued expenmentation, the group concluded that 

tor separation of conducting particles > 5 mm in size, the dmm should be rotated in the 

same direction as die belt. For separation of particles < 5 mm in size, the dmm should be 

rotated in the opposite direction as the belt,'" 

Figure 4S. Bottom Feed Honzontal Drum Eddy Current Separator," 

Vertical Dmm Eddv Current Separation (VDECS) 

Current research aimed at improving the recovery of particles two to eight 

millimeters in size has developed a process based on die HDECS, The method is called 

vertical drum eddy current separation (VDECS). A drum is rotated with its axis vertical 

(Figure 49). The conveyor belt is no longer used. Instead, material flows down an inclined 

chute where it hits the surface of a plastic conical dome. Under the dome is a dmm rotating 

about a vertical axis. The dmm is similar to that used for the HDECS except that fewer 

magnets are required. Since the particles are directed using a chute, a smaller, localized area 

of impact is defined necessitating a smaller magnetic region. As the particles impact the 

plastic surface, the nonconducting particles rebound and fall as predicted. The conducting 

particles, however, have a rebounding trajectory supplemented by the electrodynamic forces. 

These particles fall on a trajectory farther from the plastic dome than the nonconducting 
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particles. .Advantages of this system include the previously mentioned reduction in 

permanent magnets, as well as the absence of a conveyor system. A disadvantage of the 

system is that an intermediate product of both target and reject material must be recirculated 

back through for ftirther separation. The efllciency of the system is very close to that 

obtained from a HDECS svstem, ' 

a 7 ^ ^ ff 1] 
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2 
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Figure 49. Vertical Dmm Eddy Current Separator,'" 

Inclined Drum Eddv Current Separation (IDECS) 

Another vanation of the HDECS system is the inclined dmm eddy cun-ent separator 

(IDECS). This arrangement has a rotating dmm with permanent magnets attached in 

altemate polarity just as with die HDEC S. except diat the dmm is inclined (Figure 50). In 

addition, diere is no conveyor but radier a slide which ttansports die matenal to the dmm. 

The nBtenal hits die surf̂ ace of die dmm at an oblique trajectory. As the material rebounds 

from the dmm impact, the conducing particles are influenced by the electtodynamic forces, 

as descnbed previously, and assume a greater trajectory than the nonconductive particles. 

Hoppers can be placed at various locations from the dmm for collections. An advantage of 

diis system over the HDECS system is in die number of magnets that must be used. An 

incline dmm system requires fewer magnets since the particles impact the dmm in a nan-ow, 

consistent, local area along its penmeter." The incline was detemiined to produce a greater 

deflection of the strongly conducting particles. 
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Figure 50. Inclined Dmm Eddy Current Separator," 

Conical Drum Eddv C urrent Separation (TNO ECS) 

\ research group in the Netheriands. The Netheriands Organization for Applied 

Scientific Research (TNO), has developed a prototxpe system for eddy current separation. 

The prototype has a feeder which drops matenal directly onto a conical surface (Figure 51), 

As the particles are influenced by the electrodx namic forces, conducting particles are 

deflected onto a collection ring and the nonconducting particles are allowed to fall off the 

cone and into a hopper. The specific details of the magnetic system within the cone remain 

confidentiaL howexer. it is known to be a rotational system of magnets. Initial problems 

reported indicate a significant amount of reject material is accumulating in the collection 

ring due to the angle of the cone and the small diameter of the collection ring. The system 

has the capability to selectively separate out conducting materials based on size, 3 mm and 5 

mm particles were separated with a nearly 90"u purity," In addition, overall aluminum 

recovery was 96" o in experiments with recirculation, and 70% was recorded for single pass 

separation. 
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Figure 51, TNO Eddy Current Separator," 

Pul>ed Iddx Current Separation 

Recox erx of particles smaller than 5mm is a known difficulty for most eddy current 

separation sx stems. However, new research has developed a process for the effective 

separation of particles in the 2 3 mm size, Schlett et al, have developed a process using a 

charged capacitor and a coil to crfeclixelx remove the xerx small target materials (Figure 

52), .A coil is placed next to a narrow How of material, A high voltage capacitor ( 2 - 5 kV) 

IS discharged in the coil setting up an intense variable magnetic field. The magnetic field 

induces sttong eddy currents in the conductive particles which are in the vicinity of the coil. 

Repulsive forces then occur between these particles and the coil forcing them from the 

narrow matenal stream. Advantages of the system are low power consumption, no moving 

parts, and a high recox ery rate of both ferrous and nonferrous particles." 
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Figure 52, Pulsed Eddy Current Separator," 

Dry Maanus Separation 

The Magnus effect is the "lift force on a body moving through a fluid as a resuh of 

the rotation of die body." "• This separation process is similar to HDECS process in that a fast 

rotating drum is placed near a material stream in order to deflect particles. This process is 

ideal for particles in the size range 0.2 mm to 2 mm. The process is based on the knowledge 

diat nonmagnetic particles start to rotate when exposed to the field of a rotating magnet. The 

particles are influenced to rotate as a result of the eddy currents which are set up in them 

ftxim the rotating magnet. As the magnet passes, the particles try to align their poles to that 

of die magnet. The particles then begin to spin attempting to match the rotational velocity of 

die magnet. The spinning produces the lift at the base of the particle, Magnus elTect, and 

begins to alter it's tt^jectorv. Nonmagnetic particles are not influenced by the rotating 

magnet and freefall as predicted. Experimental results indicate that granular metal particles 

ranging from 1 mm to 3 mm in size can be deflected by 0.1 m to 0,3 m by using a rotor from 

an eddy curtent separator,'' An additional result discovered is that deflection tends to 

increase with decreasing particle size, 

Flectt-ostatic Separation 

Electrostatic separation can be defined as the selective sorting of particles through 

the manipulation of electncal forces which act on those particles when charged or 

polarized." The process works by feeding material onto a rotating dmm which has been 

grounded and is considered an electrode. By electrically charging certain matenals and then 
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e.dier attracting diem to an oppositelx charged electrode or repelling them from a similarly 

ch,irged electtxHle separation is achiexed. 

Electrostatic Field 

The electt-ostatic field prwess uses an electrode artangement to produce an 

electtostatic force (Figure 53). The force produced influences only the conductive material 

attracting diem to die electtode. Nonconductive particles roll ofl'the dmm in an expected 

freefell ttajcctorv, Conductix e particles are pulled from the surface under the influence of 

the electn>static tbrce in an improved tt'ajectory,'- One non-circular cylindrical electrode is 

commonly used in industtial applications due to the limited working volume and difficultly 

associated with positioning," 
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Figure 53, Idectrostatic Separator," 

Another method of electrostatic separation uses a dmm which is grounded and a wire 

which spreads electrical charges to the material between it and the dmm (Figure 54), As 

conducting particles contact the drum, they lose their charge and become neutral. The 

conducting particles then fall off the dmm. Non-conducting particles are also attracted to the 

dmm but do not lose their charge when in contact and thus stay attached to the drum. Non

conducting particles are carried to the bottom of the dmm where they are removed with a 

blade and sent to a hopper. 
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Figure 54. W ire Electrode Flecttostatic Separator," 

Recoveries of 99.4",i of plastic haxe been reported. This separation is contrary to 

others in that the recov cry rate increases w ith material moisture content, Electtodes are 

typically spaced 6 in, apart and possess 35 to 50 kV. For plastics removal, the material 

moisture content should be at least 20-25"o. Further results have shown that electrostatic 

separation aids in increasing the purity rate of metals separation, particularly aluminum. 

This method of separation has the capability to separate particles less the I mm in size and 

can occur in a fi'BCtion of a second," Optimum operating conditions must be determined for 

every operation based on operating parameters and material." 

Corona Field 

Another process in electrostatic separation is a corona field. The dmm carries the 

particles through an electric field which is generated by one or a series of high voltage 

corona electrodes. The electrodes are powered through either a positively or negatively 

charged high voltage DC power supply. Good separation occurs with either charge, 

however, the negative electrode is recommended for most industrial applications.'* As the 
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material passes through the field, ion bombardment occurs and the particles become 

charged. The conductive particles which arc m direct contact with the grounded dmm 

surtace immediatelv and begin to lose their charge, meanwhile the nonconductive particles 

retain their charge. Once the conductive particles have lost sufficient charge, the dmm 

becomes a repulsive forĉ e and die particles no longer adhere to the surface. As the dmm 

rotates the conductive particles either fall or are projected from the dmm surface. The 

nonconductive particles adhere to the dnun surface due to the static forces and £ire removed 

well imder the drum with a wiper." Nonconducting particles w ill fall from the surface when 

gravity and centnfugal force overcome the attachment force, which usually occurs between 

the base of the drum and the wiper, ' 

Radial corona discharge has the capability to separate particles based on size, shape, 

and mass. This is possible since a particle's charge x alue is dependent upon particle surface 

area, and electtic force xector. The xector is directed at a right angle to die gravity vector 

xvhich IS dependent upon particle mass,'' 

Combined Field 

"The roll-type separator widi combined corona-electrostatic field has been proved to 

be die best solution when the purpose is to isolate metallic particles from a granular mixmre 

containing vanous plastics, such as polx x myl chlonde or polyethylene, resulted from 

electnc wire and cable wastes,"" The most efl-ective methods for separation of granular 

matenal utilize die processes of ion bombardment and electtostatic induction," By 

incorporating an electro separator with corona electrodes, an extended field is created such 

diat conductive particles become charged and are attracted to the electrode," Ion 

bombardment is the main charging mechanism for low-conductivity particles and 

electrostatic uiduction is the mechanism for the high-conductivity particles.'* 

luga et al, detennined that widi a higher dnun angular velocity, the less charge 

particles will pick up resulting in poorer perf-omiance,- Dascalescu et al. published that 

power requirements for electnc fields for this type of separation equipment are on the order 

of 10' - demonstrating a close relationship with high-voltage engineenng." If the voltage 
m 

applied to the corona fomi.ng electtodes is increased, the deflection angle of conducting 
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policies also mcreases imd in addition increases the spread between other conducting 

particles ' 

in comparison to other means of separation, electrostatic separation cannot compete 

in reg.irds to production rates. This process, however, is greatly suited to complement an air-

grav ity separation process ' Other parameters w hich affect performance are material 

charactenstics. corona and electtostatic electtode variables (type, number, position), radius 

and speed of the drum, ambient temperature, and humidity,'* luga et al, determined that for 

matenals composed of plastics and metals, high feedrates and separation efficiencies can be 

achieved bv using two charging corona electrodes and an extended electtostatic electrode,'* 

Corona charging and electrostatic separation are more effective with higher applied 

voltage, luga et al, concluded that improved electrostatic separation can be achieved 

through increased operating voltage for a specific inner electtode distance,'* Negative 

polaritv IS desirable for industrial applications because there is less ozone generated in the 

separation chamber, lower radio noise, and greater currents at the same voltage," 

Ivnown problems w ith this process are decreased performance when the material is 

humid since the nonconductors behave as conductors, when significant dust accumulates on 

die electrodes, and the inability to make rapid parameter changes based on feed conditions." 

.Advantages of this type of system include negligible equipment wear." 

Daiku et al, developed an electrostatic separator which is capable of classifying 

vanous types of plastic through their frictional charge charactenstics. When diflerent grades 

of plastic are mbbed together one becomes charged positively and the other negatively. For 

common grades of plastic the ranking order has been detennined experimentally (Figure 55), 

( ) ( • ) 
PMM A - ABS - PS - Pt - PP - PfcT - PVC 

Figure 55, Plastic Polarity Ranking.*" 

\s these particles are passed through an electtic field, the positively charged plastics 

towards the negative electrode and the negatively charged plastics move towards the 

positive electrode (Figure 56). The particles are fnctionally charged and fed onto a rotating 
move 



drum. The drum is groimded and serves as the negatue electrode, A plate electtode is 

suspended abxw e the dmm and is the positix e electtode. Positively charged particles adhere 

to the drum surtace until they are overcome bv centrifugal and gravitational forces. The 

negativelv ch,irged particles are attracted to the plate electrode and are pulled off the surface 

into an elevated trajectory. The main parameters of this process are the frictional charging of 

the particles, the electrostatic field sttength, and the drum rotation speed.*" This is a robust 

process which is capable of separating plastics with similar specific gravities. Furthermore, 

punty of separated material has been recorded greater than 99%o.*" 
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Figure 56. Electrostatic Separator for Frictionally Charged Plastics,*" 

Optical Separation 

Typical electronic scrap is composed of neariy 30% plastic,*' A major hurdle for 

plastics recovery is punty because its difficult to separate vanous colored plastics as well as 

plastics of difl-enng matenals. Many methods used today do not possess the technical 

^phistication necessary to separate plastic by color, Riise et al, concluded that separation of 
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are 
plastics bv color can significantly improve recoxerx value. In addition, some plastics 

color ccHled based on matenal type. Recently, optical technology has been used along with 

pneimiatics in a prcKess which is capable of separating plastic matenal based on color,*' 

These machines are ammged such diat plastic flake matenal falls vertically through an 

optical chamber (Figure 57). The particle's gray scale intensity is measured with a system of 

cameras which compare die color of the particles to that of the background intensity. 

Through a manipulation o( lights and filters, plastic flakes of various colors can be 

separated, SulTicient contt-ol exists w ith optical separation to be able to separate particles 

with very slight differences in color. 

The optical chamber's width is divided into five regions. As the material passes 

dovvTi die chamber and within one of the regions a charge coupled device (CCD) camera 

captures die image. The image data is then analyzed by a computer program to determine if 

any particles meet the separation criteria. Particles which do meet the criteria are ejected 

when a signal is sent to a pneumatic controller which directs a blast of air across the desired 

region at a specific time and duration. This sequential process occurs in a span of two 

centimeters. The air ejection control system must be continuously fine ttaned according to 

the material. The basis of the ejection process is the velocity of a falling particle. In a 

recoverv operation particles will have differing physical properties thus affecting their 

velocity. Parameters which influence ejection control are the variables of delay and dwell 

(Figure 58), Delay is the duration between when a particle is detected and when the blast 

occurs Dwell is the duration of the blast. 
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Figure 57. Optical Separation,"' 

A criteria must be established to determine when the parameters would need to 

become more conservative. In that sense, the delay would be shorter and the dwell would be 

longer, thus assuring that separation occurs at the expense of ejecting adjacent acceptable 

material. Additionally, to improve process efficiency and improve recovery in a 

conservative svstem. a recycle loop is implemented to process the rejected material and 

extract the acceptable material. 
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Figure 58. Optical Delay and Dwell, 
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Measurement 

The separation processes considered in this chapter can be broadly classified as 

either binary or polynary separation (Figure 59), Binary separation is a process with only 

two output streams, whereas polynary separation would have two or more output streams." 

As material is separated in a process, it becomes necessary to have some means of 

measuring separation pertbrmance. Parameters which provide a good indicator of separation 

pertormance are percent recov ery and purity. For a binary process, let the input stream be 

composed of materials .r̂  and i „ and the output stream of .v, and v, where each variable is 

in terms of mass time. Ideal separation would have all the v 
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Figure 59, Binary and Polynary Separation, 55 

completely separated from all the v However, realistically, the separation will not be 

neariy so perfect, A measure which we can use to calculate the degree of separation is 

percent recovery and is calculated as 
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R. = - ^ x l 0 0 , " 

The recov erv for v, can be calculated similarly. This calculated parameter is a good 

indicator for screening, how ev er, is deficient for odier processes. Consider the event when 

only one output stteam is produced. Separation would not have occurred but recovery is 

100°o. In diat regard, another calculated parameter is necessary which is purity. Purity is 

calc ulated as 

P, =-^—xlOO." 
' -V, + v, 

The punty for i', can be calculated similarly, Altemately, recovery and purity can be 

expressed in terms of concentration as opposed to mass/time. 

m 

R e c o v e r v = i ry 1 r ir X 100 

Iv, R[x,J-l.v,J) 

where [x,] is the concentration of x, in output stream 1, [.v,J is the concentration of .v 

the input stream, and [.v̂  ] is die concentration of x in output stream 2, all expressed as 

percentages," Purity is then expressed 

P [^ I IA 

where p , and p are densities of the respective materials." 

These parameters can also be calculated for polynary separation. There are two types 

of polynary separation. The first type of polynary separation has only two material types in 
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,;-,nui leedstock ;md manv tvnes ot output feedstock with varying amounts of each 

inateniu. For this type of system, recovery and purity would be calculated as 

Recovery [v. ] = --=- x 100 

Punty [.V. ] = — ^ X100 
V . ^ l ' _ 

where .!„ IS the mass time of .v in the m''' output stteam," 

The other type of polynary separation process has multiple input and output stteams. 

The nomenclature for these calculations has the first subscript designating the material 

number and the second subscript denoting the output stream. Recovery and purity are 

calculated as 

Recovery (.v,, ) = 
X 

XlOO 

which i> the recovery percentage of r,, (material x, in the first output stteam)," 

Puntvd )=7 ^ r^lOO 

which is the purity of material x, in output stt-eam 1. .v,, is the last material of « materials in 

the first output stream 55 

Separation Models 

A separation model was developed by Sodhi et al, which determines the optimal 

sequence of separation by minimizing the volume of material handled. In the model, p, and 

V, are the density and volume of a particular matenal in an electronic scrap mixttu-e. 

Typically, a recycling operation wants to separate out one or only a few target materials 
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which will generate the most value. In order to detemiine the sequence of separations which 

results in die least handling of the materials the model was developed. If one material is 

targeted in a mixture- w ith \ components, then die volume of material that must be 

pnx-essed to separate that material is gixen by 

I' = ^ 

V v 

^ Vj + min y v , y v 

1 = 1 or ,V 

otherwise 

which also allows a cost to be calculated as ( ( C ) where C is the operational cost for 

separation,*- In the event that all materials must be separated the computations become 

somewhat more extensive. For a mixture of (/ +l) materials composed of materials /to 

{i ̂  j) inclusively, let g[i,j) be the least volume processed to separate the mixture. 

Knowing that for a one component mixture no separation is necessary, then t,'(/,0) = 0, For a 

two component mixture, the voliune required to be handled would be .i,'(/,l) = y, + v,,, and 

note that thi> is a single-pass separation, A three component mixttjre will require two passes 

for complete separation. The first pass would handle |\', +1;^, + \;^j) and the second pass 

would handle either (v + i-,̂ ,) or (\ ., + v .,) depending upon where the first pass was 

made. Therefore, the volume of material handled for a three component mixture is given by 

•2 

g(/,2)= ^ i j + mmji' +v,.,,i,., +v,^,}.*-

Similarly for larger mixmres. 

g(ij)= X ^ * + f™" {g{i,m-\)+g{i + mJ-m ) } . -
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CHAPTI:R IV 

AIR SEPARATION CONVEYOR 

,An objective for this thesis was to develop a separation process, produce a working 

pa->totype, and deliv er the machine tor process evaluation. The concepttial idea for the 

project \\ as to integrate a separation process into a belted conveyor. Target recovery 

matenals were selected appropriate to an obsolete electtonics recycling operation. Air 

separation was selected for the process because of its low cost, simple operation, and 

suitability to diis application. The topic of conveyor separation is not widely published and 

V erx litde information w as found on operations or machinery which use this process. It was 

dieonzed that a perforated belt w hich was passed over an air stteam directed normal to the 

surtace could be used as a separating mechanism utilizing established air separation 

techmques The first section of this chapter describes the theoretical approach to the process. 

The second section gives a description of the machine design and operation. The third 

section explains the testing of the machine and concludes with a discussion of the final 

empirical results and areas which have been identified for further research. 

Theoretical Description 

The process is described by considering two particles with different densities which 

are 0-aveling on the surface of a conveyor belt. The surface upon which the belt travels has a 

rectangular section which has been cutout and allows air to pass through. This area of air 

flow is called die separation zone (Figure 60), In addition, the belt is perforated such that the 

air is allowed to p>enetrate, however, the particles are large enough that diey do not to pass 

through the belt. As the particles are carried on the belt, they enter the separation zone and 

are subject to a lifting force generated from the pressure differential of the airflow passing 

around the object. The velocity of the air is conttoUed so that the less dense particle is lifted 

from the surface of the belt, and the more dense particle remains (Figure 61), As die less 

dense particle is suspended above the belt, a lateral motion is imparted due to the belt 

surface being set at an angle to the line of motion. This is called the roll angle. The 

suspended particle travels laterally on the air flow until it falls outside of the zone. At that 

point, the air flow ends and the particle falls back to the belt. Both particles are again 
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are 
ttaveling on the belt but have been laterally separated according to density. The particles 

collected at die end of the belt in sepiuiite hoppers. The assumptions of this process are that 

the particles are of relatively similar si/e and have homogeneous densities according to 

particle group (lower density or higher density). 

Ncp.iraliiMi /i>iic 

\ \ 
X -4 • 

= A A F 

t L 

belt width 

Figure 60, Top View of Belt Showing Separation Zone, 

• hither dcnMtx particle 
O limcr density panulc 

rc^KHi ^^^""~^0 

Figure 61. Cross-Sectional View of the Separation Zone. 
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The system variables are roll angle, 0. air xelocity, r„,^, and belt velocity, v ,̂,„. The 

air veUvity for separation is detennined by first developing an expression for the air velocity 

which will lift the less dense particle from the surface of the belt, and a similar expression 

for the air velocity which will just cause the more dense particle to begin to slide. To begin 

the cUialy sis. consider the force balance on a particle in Figure 62. The figure shows a cross-

sectional X icw of the apparatus where the particle is resting on the belt surface. Summing 

forces in directions one and two, 

^ F , = O = i r s i n 0 - F , 

V F, = 0 = F, +/•: - M c o s 0 

where F. is the static frictional force, Fj is the drag force acting on the particle, F̂  is the 

force of the belt on the particle, 6 is the roll angle, and »C is the weight of die particle due 

to grax Ity Further, we also can define 

F^ = fjf., and 

» =mg 

where n is the coefficient of static friction, m is the mass of the particle, and g is the 

gravitational acceleration. 
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Figure 62, Forces Acting on Particle. 

For the lower density particle, the air flow through die belt must be sufficient to 

exceed its weight and hence provide lift. The drag force is calculated from 

f ' . > - ^ - " air 

where Cp is a unitless drag coefficient, p is the density of air, .4 is the projected area of 

the object normal to the direction of flow. and \ _,, is the velocity of air." 

For the higher density particle, the analysis w ill include all forces considered. 

However the lower density particle is assumed to have been lifted off the surface, hence, 

diere will be no frictional force. F,., and no belt force, F^. Therefore, evaluating the 

previous equations and solving for \ „̂ yields 

2mf^{cos6} 

which is the velocity of air required to lift the lower density particle. Likewise, for the 

higher density particle, 
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Img cosf9 sin 0 
I /̂  

C , p I 

which IS the air v cloctv at which die particle will just begin to slide down the beh surface. 

The relationship between air v elcKity and the roll angle for each particle is shown 

graphically in Figure (i3. 

5 10 15 20 25 30 

Air Velocity (ft/s) 

Figure 63, Roll Angle versus Air Velocity. 

At the instant the lower density particle loses contact with the belt surface, lateral 

motion or yaw is imparted on the object resulting from the roll angle, as was shown in 

Figure 61. .A> the particle hovers above the belt siuface, the roll angle creates a lateral force 

resulting from the state of inequilibrium. The particle is assumed to be traveling on a 

frictionless surface under constant acceleration. The motion of the particle can be explained 

using kinematics. 
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X = \„r + -at' 

Considering die panicle's motion as viewed from die cross-section of die apparattis, we can 

see diat \\, is zero. ;uid a = ^sin 0 such diat 

X = —ij(sin t)]t-

Likewise, tor motion widi die belt, v becomes i , a is zero, and i „ becomes v̂ „̂ resulting 

in 

Solving each for time and setting equal yields 

2xvT 
1 = 

'; gsm e 

which provides an expression showing the trajectory of the suspended particle in the beh 

frame of reference as a ftinction of belt xelocity. Realizing that .v has already been defined, 

leaves the separation zone length as a ftinction of belt xelocity and roll angle. Since the beh 

velocity is a ftinction of motor speed, and knowing that a nearly infinite number ratios can 

be achieved for this application, the limiting variable then becomes zone length, y 

Therefore, fixing the zone length and rearranging the equation gives an expression to 

determine belt velocity as 

y^g sm 0 

where x and y are the rectangular dimensions of the separation zone. 
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At this point, how ever, the roll angle remains an unknown variable which happens to 

be directly linked to system perfomiancc. Previously the air velocities for each particle were 

defined as a function of 0, and presently the belt \ elocity has also been defined as a 

function of 0. Then 0 is the link to sy stem perfonnance in that it defines the time required 

for separation. In order to maximize the performance of the system, the time required to 

separate the two particles must be minimized. This requires an imderstanding of the two-

dimensional time relationship. That is. the time required to travel the length and width of the 

separation zone. Cnderstanding that complete separation only occurs if the particle travels 

the entire width of the zone reveals that it is the independent variable. The time required for 

the particle to ttavel die length of the zone is the dependent variable. From the kinematic 

equation above for displacement, solv ing for t becomes 

t = 
gsin 6? 

/r where x is die fixed width, and the roll angle 0 has an assumed range of zero to -

Plotting sample values as shown in figure 64 illustt'ates the trend. As the roll angle 

increases, die time required for separation is reduced. Therefore, from our previous 

denvation for air velocities as shown graphically in Figure 6.v die maximum roll angle, and 

hence, maximum system perfonnance will occur at the intersection of the two air velocity 

curves. The intersection is found by setting the equations equal and solving, so that 

2m,,,^^g(cosg) _ 

j ^ r^jir proftcied 

2m,,^,,^g{cos0--sin0) 

C.P^.A projected 

which simplifies to 

"7 , .̂  COS 0 = m ,̂̂ ,„ 
( 1 ' 
COS0 sin 0 

1^ 
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where m „.,. and w„^„ , are die ma.sses for the lower and higher density particles 

respectively. Substituting in known values and constants for diis system yields 

cos0 -2 .4 s in0=O, 

o 

? 

c < 
"5 
cr 

0 00 050 
Time (s) 

100 

Figure 64 Roll Angle versus Time. 

Solving for 0 produces a value of 22.6^ The respective required air flow is 10,2 ft/s. 

Dimensionally limiting the separation zone to 6 inches, results in a belt velocity of 1,9 ft/s. 

The particle trajectory for the determined values is shown in Figure 65, 
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Figure 65. Particle Trajectory in Separation Zone. 

The final relationship to develop is for system pressure. This will be a critical value 

to monitor and maintain since it correlates to air velocity which has a direct impact on 

separation efficiency and product purity. If the air flow drops below the calculated value, the 

lower density particle will fail to be lifted and minimal separation will occur. Conversely, if 

the air flow is allowed to exceed the value, the higher density particle coidd begin to migrate 

across the belt. The apparatus is ananged such that a blower is attached to a header tube 

(Figure 66). Air flows dirough the header and tums 90° into the separation area to be vented 

through the opening. On the other end of the header, opposite the blower, is an area of 

negligible air velocity. This is the stagnation point and will be used to measure the total 

system pressure. The air flow for the apparatus will be considered incompressible allowing 

the use of Bernoulli's equation. The relationship as modified for this appUcation is 

I 1 2 
P,+-f»f=P2+-f>'2 

where P is the pressure at a point in the system, p is the density of air, and v is die air 

velocity. Frictional, minor, and any other fluid flow losses will be neglected. As shown in 
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Figure 66, point 1 is the stagnation point and point 2 is a location on die separation zone. 

Bernoulli's equation thus becomes 

P.=P2+\P'1 

FOT the apparatus, gage pressure will be measured. Thus, identifying that P^ is atmospheric 

pressure, the equation fiirther simpUfies to 

^=JP: 

This relationship allows the air velocity to be controlled based on the pressure at the 

stagnation point. Therefore, fix)m our previously calculated value for air flow, the system 

must maintain a pressure of .024 in. water column. 
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Figure 66, Top Vieu of Air Supply System. 

The theoretical approach began with a derivation of a relationship between air 

velocity and the roll angle, Detennining the value for air velocity by maximizing the roll 

angle enabled the sibsequent determination of the belt velocity The system pressure was 

then calculated so that the separation zone air velocity could be conttoUed, The theoretical 

approach is summarized in Figure 67, 
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Figure 67, Theoretical Approach, 

Machine Desiî n 

The primary systems of the separation machine are the conveyor system, the drive 

system, the air system, the control system, and the suppxirting stmcture (Figure 68), The 

fimdamental requirements placed on the system were that the unit must be capable of being 

transported and project costs kept low. Initially, the possibility of acquiring existing 

products which could be applied to satisfy the requirements of some of these subsystems 

was investigated. For instance, conveyor assemblies were researched for applicability and 

cost. This would have been an ideal approach since the design and development of the 

subassemblies (e.g., conveyor system) does not specifically fall within the scope of research 

for this project. However, the demands of the project schedule and budget mandated that all 

necessary assemblies be fabricated. 
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Figure 68, Air Separation Conveyor. 

The separation process employed required that the conveyor belt surface be set at a 

variable angle (roll angle) and that air be allowed to penetrate the belt at varying velocities. 

The imit was designed with two frame assemblies. The upper frame positions the conveyor 

assembly and the lower frame supports the stmcture (Figure 69), The two frames are joined 

mid-height through a pivot which allows for adjustment of the roll angle. The drive system 

is comprised of an electric motor and a speed reduction assembly (Figure 70), The motor is 

moimted to the lower section of the upper fiume so as to provide a counterweight for the 

pivoting frame. The speed is reduced through a shaft which is placed between the drive 

roller and the motor. .Appropriate sheaves and belts were selected to provide the necessary 

reduction ratio. The conveyor's drive and tail rollers are placed in tension adjusting 

mechanisms which were also fabricated. The mechanisms allow for adjusttnent of belt 

tension and roller alignment. The air system is comprised of a blower and an air chamber. 

The blower is mounted in conjunction with a valve block to a header ttibe on the air chamber 

frame which is placed between the top and the bottom belt. The header tube has a cutout in 

its midsection to allow air to flow into the chamber. The valve block is used to regulate air 

flow via an adjustable flange. A surface is placed on the top and bottom of the frame to 
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contain the air. The top siu-face, however, has a section through which air is allowed to 

escape. Attached to the supporting sttaicture is a control panel. Drive motor and blower 

motor conttols are located here as well as a pressure gage. The gage is required so diat 

adjusmients can be made to die air flow in order to maintain the desired air velocity 

penetrating the belt. Belt materials were chosen based on flexibility, cost, and porosity. 

Several materials were selected and die belts were consttiicted. Final selection of the belt 

would occur durinu testum. 
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Figure 69. Air Separation Conveyor-Side View 
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Figure 70, Air Separation Conveyor-Top View, 

Experimental Results 

Sample recycled materials (shredded copper wire and plastic) were used to test the 

unit. \ belt material was selected which provided the necessary flexibility and porosity. 

Several different belt matenals were tested. What was found was that as the belt material 

and flexibility increased, the belt became more forgiving to conveyor irregularities, such as 

misalignment. However, the size of the holes in the belt also became larger which adversely 

affected separation performance, A thin material was tested (,050 in. thickness) which 

provided excellent retention of matenal because of its very small hole size, however, lacked 

the necessary rigidity to compensate for misalignment and improper tension. A material was 

foimd which provided the proper balance between flexibility and rigidity, and still had hole 

sizes capable of retaining the smallest particle. The openings in the belt measured ,021 in. x 

.027 in. which is small enough to retain the average sized particle of 0,024 in. The machine 

was set to the calculated values and operated for a series of trials. The design for the 

separation zone called for a 5 in, x 6 in, rectangular cutout. During testing, it was noticed 

diat irregular flow pattems would develop in die separation zone. Towards the rear of the 

zone a recirculation pattern was produced and in the front was an area of little or no air flow. 

The swiriing flows progressively acquired the less dense material and prevented it from 
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lateral ttunsp^m. Air velocitv was increased in an attempt to .solve the flow problem without 

success. The velocitv was then reduced to the point where the recirculation became 

negligible, however, the less dense particles were no longer being lifted. A new design for 

the separation /one was dien attempted such that the single large opening was replaced with 

a senes of rectangular slots. The slots prov ided a highly focused stteam of air and 

etTectively eliminated the adverse flow pattems. Each slot was .125 in. wide, set at 45°, and 

had a lateral distiuicc of 5 in. (same as the rectangular cutout). 

The machine was again set to the initial calculated values and a series of ttials 

conducted. What first became evident was that the copper would migrate to the low side of 

die belt. The cause was most likely an excessive roll angle and an underestimated coefficient 

of static ftiction, .Anodier factor which was unaccounted for was the vibration of the 

machine. Noticeable vibration existed during operation which seemed to encourage copper 

migratton. Additionally, there was no excessive movement when the particles passed over 

the separation /one, concluding that the air flow was a negligible factor. Therefore, the roll 

angle was progressively reduced through a series of trials until the copper migration ceased. 

The air flow was kept constant. The roll angle was found to be 13\ and the system pressure 

was at ,03 in water column. At this new setting, houcvcr, the plastic was not migrating 

sufficiently. The air flow was then increased progressively through a series of trials. The 

objective was to attain maximum separation and purity of die copper on the high side of the 

belt. The final system pressure which obtained the best results was 0 50 in, water column. 

Separation was very effective above this pressure as well, however, the lighter plastics were 

beginning to be blown from the conv eyor. At this pressure, there is ample surge capacity as 

the material passes over the zone 

As the data indicates, the process of an air separation conveyor is successful. 

Materials were selected appropriate to the application and separated based on density. The 

machine developed for this thesis is a prototype and only indicates the success of the theory. 

The design can obviously be improved upon and die system performance maximized. It was 

the objective of this project to produce a machine utilizing the proposed theory, to separate 

materials common to a recycling operation. In summary, the objective was achieved, and the 

outcome a success 
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Further Research 

During die development of the project, there were parameters which were either 

assumed, fi,\ed. neglecteil. etc. in order to establish a process with the least complexity. 

Flaving proved successful, die process is now re-examined to ascertain what impact 

adjusting diese parameters would have on system performance. The parameters which were 

identified are described in this section. 

Belt Sc>eed, The belt speed was fixed during testing at a velocity which was deemed 

appropriate for the sy stem and the belt. This parameter could become a variable dependent 

upon particle trajectory. Possible gains \s ould be improved performance based on separation 

feedback, and application to additiona I material groups. 

Feedback Control System, This project applied almost exclusively mechanical 

systems. However, by integrating a variable speed drive motor and conttoller, air flow 

controller, and roll angle acmator, it is proposed that the system could be fine tuned to 

maximum performance. In addition, by utilizing computer conttols and material sensors, the 

process could become completely automated by making parameter adjustments based on 

separation purity. 

Vibration, During testing, vibration was noticed and attributed to the unwanted 

migration of copper on the belt. However, it is theorized that the air supply system could be 

replaced by a vibrating surface if various system parameters are modified. Variables of 

vibration would need to be conttxillable, as well as material feed point. The belt material 

could then be non-porous. Separation would be controlled by varying the vibration 

frequency and stoke. 

Performance Curve, A separation performance curve based on empirical data is 

needed. Separation versus roll angle could be established for specific materials. Then, as the 

machine is operated and various materials are inttoduced, die settings could be adjusted 

without iterative steps. 

Belt Material, The belt was selected because it met the necessary requirements of 

flexibility and matenal retention. It was noticed, however, that even though the openings 

were smaller than the average size particle, some material penetrated the belt and eluded 

recovery. Continued research is needed to locate an appropriate material which allows air to 
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penetrate and yet retains the transported material. In addition, the seam of the prototype beU 

also had difficulty allowing air to pass through. The scam was bonded using contact cement 

and essentially sealed all holes in the seam section. As the seam passed over the separation 

zone, any recalculating matenal would immediately drop to the belt surface without being 

separated. This accounted for a significant purity deficiency in the prototype, A seam is 

necess îry which either deflects the material and forces it through the separation zone or else 

.illows sutTicient air penetration. 
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CllAPfER V 

CONC FUSIONS 

Recently. Intel, the largest manufacturer of microprocessors, announced plans for its 

fastest chip yet- 10 gigahertz. This accomplishment concems many in electtonics recycling 

in diat it violates Mwre's law In 1965, Intel co-founder Gordon Moore predicted that the 

number of tnuisistors on a chip and its computing power would double every 18 months. 

This became known as A/oore .v law and has, until recently, proved accurate. Now, however, 

chip speeds are doubling faster than every 18 months,'"'*' This latest chip is no exception. 

The lifespan of electt-onic products is very short and their traditional design renders 

them essentially non-upgradeable and obsolete. As technology development inevitably 

becomes faster, the w aste created by requiring the latest technology grows without bound. 

Millions of pounds of scrap electronics currently reside in landfills and waste dumps. They 

exist there because their design didn't allow them to be disassembled for proper resource 

recovers. The widespread acceptance and demand for personal and business electtonics has 

generated a growing demand for improved separation technology in the recycling / resource 

recovery industry, "All indicators show that the electtonics scrap portion of municipal solid 

waste (MSW) is the fastest growing fraction of the waste stteam in the l',S,""" 

Technology advancements, however, could prove to be beneficial for recycling. 

Significant research is currently underw ay which could lead to the next evolutionary step for 

electtonics design." A methodology which provides the latest product technology with 

corporate environmental stewardship. The innovative methods currently being researched 

for disassembly have significant momentum and show no sign of wavering. Application of 

advanced materials and micro- and nanotechnologies will have a great impact on the 

electt-onics of tomorrow. Today, die foundation is being laid for completing die loop of the 

electt-onics lifecycle and developing the recycling technology necessary to protect the future 

of our environment. 

The air separation conveyor developed in this thesis is an example of how continued 

research in the area of obsolete electronics recycling can produce new and innovative 

methods for recovery. The conveyor was developed from a conceptual idea utilizing 
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established recy cling methods. By providing the necessary research support, advanced 

technologies will begin to migrate into electronics recycling with profound results. The 

oudook for this industry is highly dependent upon the development of new methods and 

processes to handle the continually ev olv ing challenges. It will be on these new 

technologies that the electronics recycling industry hinges their ftiture. The path for success 

which this industry must take is clear and it will be the responsibility of research and 

development programs, similar to this one, to lead the way. 
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Figure 71. ,\ir Separation CDnxeyor-Dimensioned Left View. 
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Figure 72. .Air Separation Conveyor-Dimensioned Top View. 
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Figure 73,Air Separation Conv eyor-Dimensioned Right View, 
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Figure ^4 Air Separation Conveyor Dimensioned Tensioner Detail, 
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APPENDIX B 

PROJECT COST 

Table 3, Project Cost, 
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